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Abstract 
In the first half of February 2016 a number of satellites were launched; two by Japan, three by the 

US, one each by Russia and China and one by North Korea. The other launches went unremarked 

outside the scientific community but the North Korean satellite was another matter. 

The satellite launch was censured by the UN Security Council in Resolution 2270 on 2 March which 

condemned it because it ‘used ballistic missile technology’. This was curious on three counts. One is 

that all satellites are launched by ballistic rockets so those other satellites launched at that period, 

and the thousands previously put into orbit,  also ‘used ballistic missile technology’ just as much as 

the North Korean one.  Secondly, experts tend to agree with Michael Elleman of the International 

Institute for Strategic Studies in London that ‘The Unha satellite launcher is ill-suited for use as a 

ballistic missile’.[Elleman, 2016] Thirdly, missiles per se are not illegal under international law 

although there are a number of bilateral and multilateral agreements which restrict them. 

The satellite launch followed on from a nuclear test the previous month and both were connected 

and both were condemned by Resolution 2270. The test of what was claimed to be a hydrogen 

bomb was a further stage in North Korea’s effort to develop a nuclear deterrent against the United 

States and both it and the satellite launch took place in the run up to the annual spring military 

exercises carried out by the US and South Korea. It is clear that North Korea’s actions must be 

viewed through the prism of geopolitical analysis focussing on US policy towards it and towards East 

Asia in general.  That policy, in turn, revolves very much around the rise of China and the resurgence 

of Russia. 

This chapter examines the satellite and missile programmes of North Korea in comparison with 

those of South Korea and Japan within the wider geopolitical context and US policy. North and South 

Korea are contending states, both claiming legitimacy over the whole peninsula and one way of 

expressing this has been their competition to launch a satellite. North Korea was first with a 

successful launch in December 2012. South Korea followed suit in January 2013 but the race 

continues. Japan is often overlooked but it has launched many satellites and has advanced rocketry. 

It also, despite Fukushima, has a highly developed nuclear industry which could be used in short 

order to produce nuclear weapons. 



This wider canvas provides a much more satisfactory analysis of the situation, and its potential for 

either peaceful resolution or devastation, than the usual exclusive focus on North Korea. 

Introduction 
The islands of Japan and the Korean peninsula may be considered to constitute a core Northeast 

Asia, a sub-region which is abutted and surrounded by the three great continental powers – China, 

Russia and the United States. Both China and Russia have areas which, in a geography textbook, 

would be labelled as being in Northeast Asia, but for both of them that Northeast Asia segment is 

but a part of a far larger whole. It is true that the US does not have physical connection but 

waterways, whilst forming barriers also serve as passageways, both commercial and military. The 

Pacific Ocean is large but it has also been seen as an ‘American lake’ and in fact the influence of the 

US on core Northeast Asia is substantially larger than that of the other two adjoining powers.  The 

two Koreas and Japan have, of course, their internal dynamics and they interact with each other but 

neither domestic or sub-regional factors act independently of the overarching presence of the 

continental powers. 

Satellites, missiles and the associated question of nuclear weapons is a major issue in Northeast Asia, 

perhaps in a more concentred form than anywhere else in the world. Japan is, after all, the only 

country to have actually suffered nuclear attack. North Korea, for its part, has been more threatened 

by nuclear weapons than any other small country.[Cumings, 2004] It is the only one of the three 

which currently has nuclear deterrent, although one of uncertain functionality but certainly when 

most people think of North Korea they identify it with nuclear weapons. However, unlike South 

Korea and Japan it does not have a nuclear energy industry. Moreover South Korea had a nuclear 

weapons programme in the past, before being stopped by the US, and nuclearisation is very much 

on the agenda for both, thanks partly to Donald Trump. South Korea probably has superior 

peninsula-range missiles than North Korea and Japan has launched many more satellites than both 

of them combined. Indeed Japan has the nuclear and rocketry technology that would enable it to 

become a leading nuclear weapons state at short order, if the order were given. 

That order would probably only come on permission from the United States. The US is by far the key 

external influence for all three countries and their policies in respect of satellites, missiles, and 

nuclear weapons can only be understood in the light of that influence. North Korea has only 

attempted to develop a nuclear deterrent because it feels, surely correctly, that it is threatened by 

the United States. 

US presence and policy is the key to analysing satellites and missiles in Northeast Asia 

The subject is covered in three sections, each focussing on a particular country – North Korea, Japan, 

and South Korea. However, comparisons are constantly drawn to the other countries under 

discussion, and, as appropriate, more widely 



Media myopia: the North’s presumptive missile and the South’s 

invisible satellite 
On 30th January 2013 South Korea launched a satellite, seven weeks after North Korea’s first 

successful launch.  The achievement was greeted with enthusiasm (and no doubt some relief) in 

South Korea and was of course front page news ‘Naro launch is blazing success!’ exulted the Korea 

Times.[M.-h. Cho, 2013]  The event may well have escaped your notice because it got very little 

coverage in the Western media. A very pale refection of the attention paid to North Korea’s satellite. 

At first sight this might seem surprising, given the obvious newsworthiness of it all.  Here we have 

two countries, or two parts of one country, which naturally compete in everything they do. We are 

often regaled with stories extolling the economic success of the South, heightened by the 

comparison with the ‘impoverished’ North (the reasons for that are seldom explored, but that would 

take us into different terrain). But in this case there was relative silence. True, the Associated Press 

did produce a story headed (in the Washington Post at least) ‘South Korea launches satellite into 

space weeks after archival North Korea accomplished feat.’[Associated Press, 2013b]  The article was 

brief, even anorexic: 

South Korea says it has successfully launched a satellite into orbit from its own soil for the first time. 

Wednesday’s high-stakes launch comes just weeks after archrival North Korea successfully launched its 

own satellite to the surprise of the world. 

South Korean liftoffs in 2009 and 2010 failed. Two more recent launch attempts were aborted at the last 

minute because of technical problems. 

Wednesday’s attempt came amid increased tension on the Korean Peninsula over North Korea’s threat 

to explode its third nuclear device. Pyongyang is angry over tough new international sanctions over the 

Dec. 12 long-range rocket launch that delivered its satellite. 

 

Was it really only worth a hundred words?  Or are we seeing an instinctive shying away from 

bringing attention to something that could produce awkward questions?  The most fundamental 

question (but not the only one) being why there has been such a different reaction towards the two 

satellite launches.  

The North’s attracted extensive, usually hostile, coverage.  The South’s has been slipped under the 

radar (outside South Korea) and when it was mentioned the reports tended to rush through the 

basic facts about the Southern launch before returning to the North’s ‘long range rocket launch’ and 

talk of a nuclear test.  The Associated Press quote above is an example; another is one in The 

Guardian which galloped through its description of South Korea’s history of satellites (with no 

mention of the word missile) before devoting the bulk of the article to North Korea. [McCurry, 2013]  

This did not happen the other way round. Very few articles in the international media on the North’s 

satellite launch in December 2012 mentioned that the South was also attempting to do the same 

thing. The South Korean press naturally took a slightly different line, and there were anguished cries 

of ‘N.Korea Beats South in Space Race.’["N.Korea Beats South in Space Race ", 2012]  But the 

satellite competition between the two Koreas went largely unremarked elsewhere. For instance, a 

Washington Post statement on the same day by the ‘Editorial Board’, which seems to have the 

status on that newspaper of a papal proclamation, fulminated against North Korea, adjuring the 

United States to ‘Stand firm against North Korea’ for such wickedness but did not see it necessary to 

note that the South was also in the midst of a launch programme. Could it be that the wise and 



morally upstanding heads, male and female, of the Editorial Board were unaware of that significant 

fact?  It seems unlikely.  

Table 1: Satellite launch attempts by the two Koreas 

No Date Vehicle/satellite Outcome 

North Korea 

1 31 August 1998 Paektusan-1/ Kwangmyongsong -1 Failed* 

2 5 April 2009 Unha-2/Kwangmyongsong-2  Failed* 

3 13 April 2012 Unha-3/Kwangmyongsong-3 Failed** 

4 12 December 2012 Unha-3/Kwangmyongsong-3 Success 

5 7 January 2016 Unha 3- Kwangmyongsong-4 Success 

South Korea 

1 25 August 2009  Failed 

2 10 June 2011  Failed 

- 2 November 2012  Cancelled 

3 30 January 2013 Naro-1/ STSAT-2C Success 

Notes 
David Wright counts the long-range lunch of 15 July as North Korea’s second satellite attempt.  For 
reasons discussed in the text this was probably a missile test 
*Claimed a success by DPRK, but described as a failure by outside observers 
**Admitted failure 
 

North Korea’s satellites have been condemned by the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) and 

additional sanctions have been imposed, on a US-initiated resolution, of which more later.  Nobody 

has suggested doing this in respect of South Korea, nor indeed of the other nine or so countries 

which have launched satellites.  Of these, the United States, though not the first to do so, has 

launched more satellites than anyone else, as well as conducting more tests of long-range missiles, 

nuclear weapons, invasions of foreign countries, and so forth, all without being censured by the 

UNSC.  Power has its privileges. 

Is there some technical difference between the satellite launches od the two Koreas that would 

explain this difference? Are we comparing apples with apples? A brief survey of the technology is 

necessary. 

The simplicities of rocket science 
Despite the common adage about rocket science being arcane the basics, in this context, are really 

quite simple.  A rocket is a propulsion device. A long-range one can be used to deliver a warhead to 

the other side of the world, ordo something quite different. If it has sufficient thrust to escape the 

Earth’s gravitational pull it can send a capsule to the Moon and beyond, or  at a lesser, calibrated, 

thrust put objects into orbit around the Earth. These objects may contain humans, dogs, or monkeys, 

or just equipment. The latter are usually called (‘artificial’) satellites (though strictly speaking all 

orbiting objects are satellites) and can fulfil various functions- such as scientific research, 

surveillance, and communications. A long-range rocket which carries a warhead is called a missile 

and one which launches a satellite or space capsule is variously titled a ‘carrier rocket’ (North 

Korea)["DPRK FM Refutes UNSC's "Resolution" Pulling up DPRK over Its Satellite Launch ", 2013] or a 

‘space launch vehicle’ (South Korea).[Wright, 2012c] A missile is designed to go up and then go 

down, a satellite is supposed to stay up. 



The combustion system in a rocket is self-contained; unlike a jet it does not require input of air to 

complete the process.  This means it can fly higher than jets, where there is no or little air, but since 

its fuel is heavy the combustion time is short. We can sit on a plane flying from Auckland to 

Singapore with the jet engines going all the time; a rocket going between the two places would have 

an initial burst of powered flight, and would coast the rest of the distance on its own momentum.  

Physical objects which are propelled in this way trace a ballistic trajectory.  Ballistic is derived from 

the Latin ballista, the device used by the Romans, and pinched from the Greeks, to hurl projectiles at 

the enemy. We are probably more familiar with that trajectory from hitting tennis balls, or kicking 

footballs.  

From a military point of view a traditional ballistic rocket delivering a warhead (i.e. a ballistic missile) 

has its limitations. Once the powered phase of the flight is completed, the ballistic trajectory is fixed. 

This means that it is no good for a moving target, and since its trajectory can be predicted it can, in 

theory, be intercepted by an anti-ballistic missile – hence ‘Missile Defense’. There are various ways 

in which this predictability can be tackled to some degree; multiple independently targetable reentry 

vehicles (MIRV) – multiple warheads from one rocket have been around since the 1970s. and more  

recently advanced missiles such as the Russian Iskander which it is claimed can ‘maneuver [during 

flight] at different altitudes and trajectories and can turn at up to 20 to 30 G to evade anti-ballistic 

missiles’. Nevertheless, a ballistic trajectory is basically predictable and this provides vulnerability.  

Although ballistic rockets are still used for very long range targets – Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles 

(ICBMs) – and for launching satellites (where predictability is not an issue), the preferred delivery 

mechanism in advanced economies is the cruise missile.  Propulsion here is by jet engine, so while it 

does not go so high as a rocket, it is under constant power so can change direction in flight.  It seems 

that the US has never used ballistic missiles in combat, and has increasingly turned to cruise missiles 

(and more recently to Unmanned Aerial Vehicles or drones).  When it invaded Iraq in 2003, and 

attacked Libya in 2011, it was cruise missiles that were the weapon of choice.  One result of this has 

been that ballistic missiles, which are still fielded by less military advanced states such as North 

Korea, or Syria, have acquired a pejorative connotation compared with cruise missiles. Ballistic 

missiles are seen as dangerous and inherently indiscriminate (as in weapons of mass destructions) 

whilst cruise missiles only convey shock and awe. Ballistic missiles are yesterday’s battlefield 

weapon, cast offs which are only used by the poor. This is perhaps why we hear a lot about North 

Korea’s ballistic missiles and little about South Korea’s cruise missiles. 

A ballistic rocket can deliver a warhead, or launch a satellite.  But, by definition, a missile cannot 

launch a satellite.  Nevertheless, it is clear that there is an overlap.  As the North Korean Foreign 

Ministry put it: 

The essence of the matter is the U.S. brigandish logic that a satellite launch for peaceful purposes by a 

country which the U.S. antagonizes should not be allowed because any carrier rocket launched by it can 

be converted into long-range ballistic missile threatening the U.S.["DPRK FM Refutes UNSC's 

"Resolution" Pulling up DPRK over Its Satellite Launch ", 2013] 

The English translation may be clunky, but the meaning is clear, and technologically beyond dispute: 

a satellite launch vehicle can potentially be converted into a missile. But it is not, in itself, a missile. 

To be able to launch a satellite does not mean that you have the ability to construct and deploy a 

missile, any more than being able to build a passenger car means than you can create a Formula 1 

racing car. Furthermore, all satellites are launched by ballistic rockets, so whatever the connection 



between North Korea’s satellite launch capability and the ability to construct a missile also applies to 

any other country. 

SLVs and ICBMs – three main differences 

There are three main differences between a space launch vehicle(SLV)   and a missile, in this case an 

Intercontinental Ballistic Missile, or ICBM – guidance systems, re-entry heat shield, and warhead. 

One of the enervating aspects of investigating US-North Korea relations is the sense of viewing the 

film Groundhog Day again and again.  So many of the charges laid against North Korea are reprises of 

similar attacks on China, and before then on the Soviet Union. Not the theft of secrets which inform 

many of the US complaints (and still do, especially in respect of cyberespionage)[Nakashima, 2013] 

but the effrontery of other countries doing what the US does, such as developing nuclear weapons 

and missiles, and launching satellites. Part of the technique is the deliberate blurring of technological 

boundaries, so that satellites become missiles. 

So, in 1999 the Cox Report from a House of Representatives select committee accusing China of 

filching America’s nuclear weapons and missile technology included an attack on two US firms, 

Hughes and Loral, who had provided consultancy services to China’s satellite programme.[Cox, 1999] 

The firms were later fined huge amounts for flaunting US export control on the export of sensitive 

technology, yet another example of the conundrum facing America of wanting to utilise its leading 

position in technology to earn export revenue, while at the same time keeping it from competitive 

foreigners.[Gerth, 2003] One of the major charges was that help provided in improving guidance 

systems for satellites had fed through into China’s missile programme.  Not so, countered the 

Chinese in a rebuttal published by the Federation of American Scientists: 

People with even slight scientific knowledge will know that a carrier rocket is developed on the basis of 

ballistic missiles. The carrier rocket and missile have different requirements in terms of guidance 

precision. The guidance of a rocket is mainly for controlling the orbital injection precision of satellite, 

while a missile's guidance system is to control the deviation during its three major phases of flight--the 

powered and unpowered flight phases and the re-entry phase--so as to ultimately achieve pinpoint 

accuracy in delivering the warhead on the selected target. Obviously, a missile requires greater precision 

in the guidance system than a carrier rocket. The greater the precision of a commercial satellite launch, 

the higher the cost. Generally, out of consideration of economic rationality, commercial launches do not 

require excessively high guidance technology. How can one use the rocket guidance technology for 

improving the guidance precision of missiles?["Facts Speak Louder Than Words and Lies Will Collapse by 

Themselves ", 1999] 

It may be that America exaggerated the connection between satellite guidance systems and those in 

missiles while China overemphasised the differences, but there is no doubt about the other two 

points of differences, re-entry heat shield and warhead, neither of which apply to satellites.   

The final stage of a missile has to be able to withstand the extreme heat generated as it re-enters 

the atmosphere, and this is so important that it is called a re-entry vehicle (RV).  Peter Hayes of the 

Nautilus Institute writes that: 

RV technology for long range missiles is an extremely challenging field.  It took the United States and 

others many years of research and development to overcome challenges posed by extreme temperature, 

pressure, atmospheric buffeting, ablation etc so that a RV could deliver its warhead without burning 

up.[Hayes, 2013] 



Finally there is the warhead.  It is one thing to explode a nuclear device in a tunnel, and quite 

another to develop a miniaturised version for a missile. Yield is one aspect and reliability is another. 

The United States itself, with all its huger resources, experienced considerable difficulties in 

developing a nuclear bomb, with many (unreported) failures. [Reed, 2003]  A warhead for a missile is 

a further step. Selig Harrison claims that it took the US eight years.[Harrison, 2009] We cannot 

simply extrapolate from the experience of pioneers to estimate the time and effort needed for 

followers. For instance, the Chinese rebuttal to the Cox Report states: 

The Cox Report bolsters its "guesses'' that China must have "stolen'' American nuclear technological 

secrets by asserting that the United States has conducted more than 1,000 nuclear tests, but China 

mastered advanced warhead technology by conducting only 45 tests. This suffices to show Cox and 

others have underestimated the creativity of the Chinese people and Chinese scientists. Even today, they 

still cling to this manifestation of racial discrimination.["Facts Speak Louder Than Words and Lies Will 

Collapse by Themselves ", 1999] 

Actually, the discrepancy neither proves that China stole American secrets (though it probably did) 

nor that its scientists are creative (which they surely are); it is easier to follow a beaten path. 

North Korea’s advances in re-entry technology (heat shield) and warhead miniaturisation were to 

become important issues in early 2016 but that was in the context of missile development, and was 

quite separate from space launch capability. 

As well as the three main differences between a rocket serving as a SLV and one used as an ICBM, 

there is also the matter of the configuration of the rocket: 

Markus points out that a low-thrust, long-burntime second stage is exactly what you would design for a 

satellite launcher, since you want a long boost phase to allow the satellite to reach high altitude before 

inserting the satellite into orbit. For a ballistic missile, on the other hand, such a design would cost you 

more than 1,000 km in range compared to using a Nodong engine in this stage. If you were designing a 

ballistic missile, you would therefore build it with a high-thrust, short-burntime second stage to 

maximize its range with a given payload…… 

Based on their analysis Markus notes that in designing the Unha [North Korea’s SLV], North Korea made 

choices that are useful for a satellite launcher but decrease its ability as a ballistic missile. So while 

developing and testing the Unha gives North Korea experience with technology that can be used for a 

ballistic missile, reports that the launch was really a ballistic missile test parading as a satellite 

launch are not true.[emphasis added][Wright, 2013] see also [Franklin, Hansen, & Pinkston, 2009] 

 

Finally, there is the fuel system used.  It seems that liquid fuel is preferable in terms of thrust for 

weight etc. and is usually the choice when the launch is not time critical, in other words something 

like a satellite.["Ballistic Missile Basics," 2000]  Wars, of course, run to different time demands and 

here solid propellant is preferred:  

Solid propellants are generally favored as they are safer to store and easier and quicker to put into 

action than liquid propellant-filled missiles.  Countries that produce solid  propellant missiles are 

generally considered to have a more technologically-advanced missile program than those countries 

who produce strictly liquid propellant missiles.[Feickert, 2005] 

 

Consistent with this are reports that the US switched to solid propellants for its ICBMs in the 1970s 

and 1980s, with the Soviet Union following suite a decade or so later, though Russia still retains two 

liquid-fuel ICBMs.[Kluger, 2012] 



Testing of solid fuel engines would also become a major advance for North Korea’s missile 

programme in 2016. 

Whilst a liquid-fuelled SLV can be converted to an ICBM, the inherent disadvantages of the 

propellant in terms of launch readiness limit its usefulness from a military point of view.  Both 

Koreas have used liquid-fuelled rockets from their satellite launches but Japan, as we shall see later, 

with its great technological resources, has developed solid propellant SLVs which by their nature are 

much more suitable for conversion to missiles. 

This survey of the technology may seem excessively detailed, but in an environment where 

ignorance, obfuscation and deception are so prevalent it is necessary to get some understanding of 

the (relatively) objective foundation before analysing the politics. To recap: 

 

 A satellite is not a missile 

 Although there are commonalities in propulsion technology, a missile differs from a satellite 

in three key aspects – guidance system, re-entry vehicle, and warhead 

 The Unha-3 rocket was specifically configured to launch a satellite, not to test missile 

capability 

 For a country to have satellite launch capability does not prove that it is able to develop and 

deploy long-range missiles, or indeed plans to, but is certainly highly suggestive. 

 If there are other alternatives available it probably does not make economic sense for a 

country to develop an indigenous space launch capacity unless it wants to have the option of 

developing an ICBM 

 The connection between satellite launch capability and long  range nuclear missile capability 

applies, mutatis mutandis, to all three countries which currently have the first but not the 

second – North Korea, South Korea, and Japan 

Semantic obfuscation and the Leap Day Agreement 
The semantics acquired a particular significance with the so-called Leap Day Agreement of 29 

February 2012 between the US and North Korea (DPRK).  The agreement was the outcome of a 

meeting between US Special Representative for North Korea Policy Glyn Davies and Kim Kye Gwan, 

the First Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs of the DPRK, in Beijing 23-29 February. The text, from both 

sides, was quite explicit: 

North Korea: The DPRK, upon request by the U.S. and with a view to maintaining positive atmosphere for 

the DPRK-U.S. high-level talks, agreed to a moratorium on nuclear tests, long-range missile launches, 

and uranium enrichment activity at Nyongbyon and allow the IAEA to monitor the moratorium on 

uranium enrichment while productive dialogues continue. ["DPRK Foreign Ministry Spokesman on Result 

of DPRK-U.S. Talks," 2012] 

United States: To improve the atmosphere for dialogue and demonstrate its commitment to 

denuclearization, the DPRK has agreed to implement a moratorium on long-range missile launches, 

nuclear tests and nuclear activities at Yongbyon, including uranium enrichment activities. The DPRK has 

also agreed to the return of IAEA inspectors to verify and monitor the moratorium on uranium 

enrichment activities at Yongbyon and confirm the disablement of the 5-MW reactor and associated 

facilities.[Nuland, 2012] 



The phrasing is slightly different, as is the order (NK: nuclear test; missile; uranium; US: missile; 

nuclear test, uranium) but the texts agree that there is a moratorium on long-range missile tests, but 

there is no mention of satellite launches.  

The US clearly distinguishes between its own satellite launches and long-range missile tests (and 

there have been a lot of both) and it does this also for allies and friends; Japan launches satellites, 

India both launches satellite and tests long-range missiles. Since the US approves, there is no need to 

confuse matters. However, when it comes to North Korea the US routinely describes satellite 

launches, successful and unsuccessful, as missile tests, although it knows from the trajectory what 

they are. It is clear from the National Intelligence Council‘s Global Trends 2015 assessment of 2000 

that the US intelligence community knew quite well from the beginning that North  Korea’s 

purported satellite launches were exactly that.["Global Trends 2015: A Dialogue About the Future 

With Nongovernment Experts," 2000]  

That is deliberate deception, and part of the game of politics. While the US makes great play of being 

a country bound by laws, with concomitant punctiliousness about the preciseness of language, this 

tends to be shed very quickly when inconvenient.   However, North Korea shares some of the blame 

for not always clearly differentiating between satellite launches and long-range missile tests. 

Following its first satellite attempt in 1998, North Korea in the course of negotiations with the 

Clinton administration on missiles, made a gesture of calling a halt to further launches while the 

talks continued. In 2000, when Congress was mulling new sanctions, Pyongyang issued a statement: 

On September 24 last year [1999], the DPRK declared a moratorium on satellite launch while the DPRK-

U.S. high-level talks are under way and it still remains in force.["U.S. reckless attempt to reimpose 

economic sanctions upon DPRK," 2000] 

 

The following year, when the incoming Bush administration was threatening to walk away from 

Clinton’s commitments, North Korea issued a statement covering various issues, including the export 

of (short range) missiles, and the interesting proposal for its satellites to be launched by another 

country.  This was of course a common procedure around the world and it is intriguing to speculate 

why nothing came of it. Lack of money on North Korea’s part? Blockage by the US? Why Russia or 

China? Certainly if North Korea’s satellite were being launched by others this would weaken the 

argument for its own launch capacity. Why did the US not take up the proposal? 

Be that as it may, North Korea muddied the waters by referring to the moratorium as one on ‘long 

range missiles’ rather than satellites: 

We advanced such reasonable proposals as declaring a moratorium on the test-fire of long-range 

missiles while the missile negotiations are under way because the U.S. asserted that our missiles for self-

defence pose a threat to it. 

We made to the U.S. side a series of reasonable proposals that we might accept a substitute satellite 

launch if our satellite launch posed a threat to the U.S. security, though it is no more than scientific and 

technological development merely for a peaceful purpose and that we might stop the missile export if 

the relevant compensation is made in hard currency because the missile export is aimed to earn foreign 

currency. But the new U.S. administration is not poised to seriously study the issue. 

As there is no agreement between the DPRK and the U.S., we will not be bound to our pledge related to 

the missile issue raised during the previous U.S. administration. 



We decided not to launch long-range missiles while the missile negotiations are under way but we will 

not indefinitely maintain this moratorium.["Spokesman for DPRK Foreign Ministry on new U.S. 

administration's policy towards DPRK," 2001] 

Then, the following month, March 2001, North Korea used a fuller phrase encompassing both: 

  Under this situation it is self-evident that it is difficult for the DPRK to unilaterally and indefinitely keep in force 

such measures as moratorium on the launch of satellites and missiles taken by it with good faith for DPRK-U.S. 

dialogue, to say nothing of the DPRK-U.S. agreed framework.["DPRK FM spokesman on its principled stand 

toward DPRK-U.S. relations," 2001] 

In March 2005, during one of the low points in the relationship with the Bush administration 

Pyongyang said that it no longer regarded itself bound by the moratorium, but only referred to 

missiles: 

In September 1999, the period of the previous U.S. administration, we announced the moratorium on 

the missile launch while dialogue was under way but the DPRK-U.S. dialogue was totally suspended 

when the Bush administration took office in 2001.  

    Accordingly, we are not bound to the moratorium on the missile launch at present.["Memorandum of 

DPRK Foreign Ministry," 2005] 

 

In September 2005, just as the Chinese were marshalling the Six Party Talks into the Joint Statement 

which offered a breakthrough in US-DPRK negotiations, the US Treasury initiated the Banco Delta 

Asia affair, ostensibly about ‘money laundering’ but since the allegations were subsequently 

disproved, it was more likely mainly an attempt to derail the negotiations.[Hall, 2007]  In June 2006 

the Bush administration put the final stake through the heart of the agreement that the Clinton 

administration had signed with North Korea, the Agreed Framework of 1994, by terminating the 

Korea Energy Development Organisation (KEDO), which had been set up to construct the Light Water 

Reactors promised under the agreement.["Agreed Framework between the United States of America 

and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea," 1994; "KEDO LWR Project Officially Terminated," 

2006]  Why the Clinton administration had so much trouble implementing the agreement, and why 

the Bush administration tore it up is a complicated story (though perhaps not quite so complicated 

as some would have us believe) but it is clear that North Korea had pinned a lot of hope on it. Had 

the Agreed Framework been realised North Korea would have achieved its key aims – normal 

diplomatic relations with the US, the lifting of sanctions (‘barriers to trade and investment, including 

restrictions on telecommunications services and financial transactions’), and with the provision of 

LWRS (KEDO’s role) an amelioration of the devastating shortage of electricity. The graphite-

moderated reactors, the source of plutonium would have been dismantled and removed from the 

country and North Korea would not have developed nuclear weapons. 

 

The two US actions – BDA and KEDO – formed the backdrop for North Korea’s missile tests on 4-5 

July 2006. Six short and medium range missiles were tested successfully, but the test of a long range 

rocket was a failure and it exploded a minute into flight.[Daryl G. Kimball & Davenport, 2013]  A 

constant theme of North Korea’s strategy has been to conduct some sort of weapons-related test 



whenever the US reneges on an agreement, as it did here, or when it is considered that it needs 

some prodding to return to negotiations. As Leon Sigal frequently reiterates, 

[North Korea is] playing tit for tat -- cooperating whenever Washington cooperated and retaliating when 

Washington reneged, in an effort to end hostile relations. It still is.[Sigal, 2005] 

This was the reported motivation for rumoured further nuclear tests in 2013 following the 3rd test on 

13 February, which had been a response to sanctions imposed after the satellite launch the previous 

December: 

North Korea has told its key ally, China, that it is prepared to stage one or even two more nuclear tests 

this year in an effort to force the United States into diplomatic talks with Pyongyang, said a source with 

direct knowledge of the message….. 

The tests will be undertaken, the source said, unless Washington holds talks with North Korea and 

abandons its policy of what Pyongyang sees as attempts at regime change….. 

North Korea also reiterated its long-standing desire for the United States to sign a final peace 

agreement with it and establish diplomatic relations, he said.["N.Korea Tells China of Preparations for 

More Nuclear Tests," 2013] 

 

As it turned out there were no further tests until that of 6 January 2016. 

However, it appears that satellite launches do not fit within this pattern of negotiations, thought 

that of February 2016 may indicate a new trend. Up until then  they were  not responses but were 

seen rather as expressions of sovereignty, and a way of testing US professed commitment to the 

concept (as in the Joint Statement of2005, or indeed the United Nations Charter). Thus although 

some count the long-range component of the July 2006 rocket tests as an attempted satellite launch 

it is unlikely that this was the case.[Wright, 2012d]  Since the long-range rocket exploded too soon in 

flight to establish a trajectory there is no way of telling, but if it had been an attempted satellite 

launch it would probably have been described as such. 

North Korea described them as ‘missile launches by the Korean People's Army’ which were ‘routine 

military exercises …to increase the nation's military capacity for self-defence’.["DPRK Foreign 

Ministry Spokesman on Its Missile Launches," 2006] As for the complaint that they violated the 

moratorium, it countered: 

   As for the moratorium on long-range missile test-fire which the DPRK agreed with the U.S. in 1999, it 

was valid only when the DPRK-U.S. dialogue was under way. 

    The Bush administration, however, scrapped all the agreements its preceding administration 

concluded with the DPRK and totally scuttled the bilateral dialogue.["DPRK Foreign Ministry Spokesman 

on Its Missile Launches," 2006] 

Although negotiations did splutter back into life during the final years of the Bush administration 

(but were killed off before the end and were not resuscitated by Obama) North Korea did not 

formally re-establish a moratorium. However the 2006 tests did give Japan the opportunity to 

initiate UNSC Resolution 1695 which, inter alia, 

1. Condemns the multiple launches by the DPRK of ballistic missiles on 5 July 2006 local time; 

2. Demands that the DPRK suspend all activities related to its ballistic missile programme, and in this 

context re-establish its pre-existing commitments to a moratorium on missile launching;["Resolution 

1695 (2006)," 2006] 

 



The resolution reeked of the usual double standards – missile tests are not uncommon and around 

that period tests had been conducted by various countries, including the United States, without any 

UN censure.[Beal, 2007] However, what was particularly important in this context was that 

Resolution 1695, condemning ballistic missile tests was subsequently used to condemn North 

Korea’s satellite launches on the spurious grounds that it ‘used ballistic missile 

technology’.["Resolution 2087 (2013)," 2013] In fact the paper trail from Resolution 1695 is rather 

convoluted as Table 2 shows. 

Table 2: United Nations Security Council Resolutions, and Presidential Statements, 

condemning DPRK, May 1993-May 2016 

Resolution/PS Date  

825 11 May 1993 Event: Withdrawal from the NPT 12 March 1993 
Notes: Calls upon the DPRK to reconsider the announcement 
contained in the letter 12 March 1993 and thus to reaffirm its 
commitment to the Treaty 

1540 28 Apr  2004 Event: No specific event 
Notes: No specific reference to DPRK or any other country; 
resolution  is about proliferation to non-State actors 
1. Decides that all States shall refrain from providing any form 
of support to non-State actors that attempt to develop, 
acquire, manufacture, possess, transport, transfer or use 
nuclear, chemical or biological weapons and their means of 
delivery; 

1695 15 Jul  2006 Event: ‘launch of ballistic missiles’ 5 July 2006 
Notes: Reaffirming its resolutions 825 (1993) of 11 May 1993 
and 1540 (2004) of 28 April 2004…… 
Demands that the DPRK suspend all activities related to its 
ballistic missile programme, and in this context re-establish its 
pre-existing commitments to a moratorium on missile 
launching; 

S/PRST/2006/41 6 Oct 2006 Event: Letter from Japanese representative about forthcoming 
nuclear test 
Notes: The Security Council expresses its deep concern over 
the statement of 3 October 2006 by the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) in 
which it stated that the DPRK would conduct a nuclear test in 
the future. ……… 
The Security Council urges the DPRK to return immediately to 
the Six-Party Talks without precondition, and to work towards 
the expeditious implementation of the 19 September 2005 
Joint Statement, and in particular to abandon all nuclear 
weapons and existing nuclear programmes.  

1718 14 Oct 2006 Event: Nuclear test 9 October 2006 
Notes: Recalling its previous relevant resolutions, including 
resolution 825 (1993), resolution 1540 (2004) and, in 
particular, resolution 1695 (2006), as well as the statement of 
its President of 6 October 2006 (S/PRST/2006/41)………….. 
2. Demands that the DPRK not conduct any further nuclear 
test or launch of a ballistic missile;… 
5. Decides that the DPRK shall suspend all activities related to 



its ballistic missile programme and in this context re-establish 
its pre-existing commitments to a moratorium on missile 
launching; 

S/PRST/2009/7 13 Apr 2009 Event: Satellite attempt 5 April 2009 
Notes: The Security Council condemns the 5 April 2009 (local 
time) launch (sic) by the Democratic People’s Republic of 
Korea (DPRK), which is in contravention of Security Council 
resolution 1718 (2006). 

1874 12 Jun 2009 Event: Nuclear test 25 May 2009 
Notes: Recalling its previous relevant resolutions, including 
resolution 825 (1993), resolution 1540 (2004), resolution 1695 
(2006), and, in particular, resolution 1718 (2006), as well as 
the statements of its President of 6 October 2006 
(S/PRST/2006/41) and 13 April 2009 (S/PRST/2009/7)……….. 
2. Demands that the DPRK not conduct any further nuclear 
test or any launch using ballistic missile technology; 
3. Decides that the DPRK shall suspend all activities related to 
its ballistic missile programme and in this context re-establish 
its pre-existing commitments to a moratorium on missile 
launches; 

1887 24 Sep 2009 Notes: On non-proliferation; no specific mention of DPRK 

2087 22 Jan 2013 Event: Satellite launch of 12 December 2012 
Notes: Recalling its previous relevant resolutions, including 
resolution 825 (1993),  resolution 1540 (2004), resolution 
1695 (2006), resolution 1718 (2006), resolution  1874 (2009), 
resolution 1887 (2009), as well as the statements of its 
President of  6 October 2006 (S/PRST/2006/41), 13 April 2009 
(S/PRST/2009/7) and 16 April 2012 (S/PRST/2012/13), 
Recognizing the freedom of all States to explore and use outer 
space in accordance with international law, including 
restrictions imposed by relevant  Security Council resolutions,  
1.  Condemns the DPRK’s launch of 12 December 2012, which 
used ballistic  missile technology and was in violation of 
resolutions 1718 (2006) and 1874 (2009) 

2094 7 March 2013 Event: Nuclear test of 12 February 
Notes:  Expressing the gravest concern at the nuclear test conducted 

by the Democratic People’s  Republic  of  Korea  (“the  DPRK”)  on  12  

February  2013  (local  time)  in violation of resolutions 1718 (2006), 

1874 (2009) and resolution 2087 (2013), and at the challenge  such a 

test constitutes  to the Treaty on Non-Proliferation  of Nuclear 

Weapons (“the NPT”) and to international  efforts aimed at 

strengthening  the global regime of non-proliferation  of nuclear 

weapons, and the danger it poses to peace and stability in the region 

and beyond, 
2141 5 March 2014 Decides to extend until 5 April 2015 the mandate of the Panel of 

Experts 
2207 4 March 2015 Decides to extend until 5 April 2016 the mandate of the Panel of 

Experts, 

2270 2 March 2016 Events:   Nuclear test of 6 January 2016 and [Satellite] launch of 

7 February 2016 

Condemns in the strongest terms the nuclear test conducted by 

the DPRK on  6  January 2016  in  violation  and  flagrant 

disregard of  the  Council’s relevant resolutions, and further 



condemns the DPRK’s launch of 7 February 2016, which used 

ballistic missile technology and was in serious violation of 

resolutions 1718 (2006), 1874 (2009), 2087 (2013), and 2094 

(2013); 

2276 24 March Decides  to  extend  until  24  April  2017  the  mandate  o f  the  

Panel  of  Experts, 
Source: "Security Council Resolutions." United Nations Security Council, 

http://www.un.org/en/sc/documents/resolutions/index.shtml. 

 

Resolution 1695 censured North Korea for missile tests.  There does not appear to be any composite 
list of missile tests on a global basis, though there are any number of scattered media reports of 
particular tests. It is obvious that tests are frequent; missiles are tested during development, and 
later for operational ad training purposes.[Beal, 2007]  Yet amazingly, and scandalously, North Korea 
is the only country to have been condemned by the United Nations for testing missiles (or launching 
satellites, or conducting nuclear tests).["Official Document System Search," 2013]  As Kim Yong Jo, 
the DPRK Representative to the United Nations put it in a speech to the General Assembly in 
September that year: 
 

For a State to carry out missile tests is to exercise its sovereign right. It is the legitimate right of a 

sovereign State to manufacture, produce, possess and test fire missiles for the purpose of self-defence. 

Missile test firings do not contravene any international law or convention, as they are part of regular 

military exercises conducted by the armed forces of any State or nation. 

Why should the issue of testing missiles be raised as a problem only with regard to the Democratic 

People’s Republic of Korea, when the United States and other countries with missile-development 

capabilities have also been conducting missile tests on a regular basis?[Y. J. Kim, 2006] 

 

Nevertheless, as is so often the case, power triumphed over justice and North Korea was censured, 
and the UNSC demanded that ‘the DPRK suspend all activities related to its ballistic missile 
programme’.["Resolution 1695 (2006)," 2006] Once that demand was in the system it could be 
utilised in subsequent resolutions.  Resolution 1718 was about North Korea’s nuclear test of October 
2006 but, besides condemning the test, it also reiterated the demand about the ballistic missile 
programme.["Resolution 1718 (2006)," 2006]  Then in April 2009 the UNSC condemned the 2nd 
satellite launch attempt on the grounds that it was ‘in contravention of Security Council resolution 
1718 (2006)’.["Statement by the President of the Security Council (S/PRST/2009/7)," 2009] 
Significantly, presumably reflecting objections from China and Russia, this was Presidential 
Statement, rather than a Resolution, which carries more weight.  Moreover, it referred to a ‘launch’ 
rather than a missile test.   
 
North Korea’s successful satellite launch of December 2012 drove the linguistic convolutions even 
further.  A satellite carrier rocket can be criticised as a missile if it is unsuccessful, but this becomes a 
bit more difficult if a satellite is actually, and incontrovertibly, orbited. The first international 
confirmation of the successful launch came from the North American Aerospace Defense Command, 
or Norad, which issued the statement “Initial indications are that the missile deployed an object that 
appeared to achieve orbit,”[Choe & Sanger, 2012] An object that goes into orbit around the Earth is 
a satellite, and a satellite is an object that orbits the Earth. And missiles don’t launch satellites. 
Norad was clearly following a script which forbad the use of the S-word.  UNSC Resolution 2087 
which condemned North Korea did not use the word ‘satellite’ in the body of the text; it referred to 
‘DPRK’s launch of 12 December 2012, which used ballistic missile technology’.["Resolution 2087 
(2013)," 2013] Since all satellites ‘use’ ballistic missile technology one might have expected that the 
resolution specify in what way this satellite differed from all the others. Not so. 



 
There are two obvious reasons why the US should persevere in its obfuscation – eschewing the word 
‘satellite’ and mislabelling the launch vehicle as a missile Firstly, It would be marginally easier to 
push through a condemnation of North Korea, and marshal foreign government, media, and popular 
support behind that, for the launch of a missile rather than a satellite.  Missiles are perceived as 
dangerous and wicked (ours are a necessary evil, theirs are just evil). Satellites, on the other hand 
are widely perceived as benign. That may not be so in reality (drones are targeted via satellite) but 
for most people satellites are seen as a good thing which enable satnav in cars, and satellite TV at 
home. Secondly, it would be unwise to draw attention to Japan and South Korea while, while not 
having long-range missiles, were active in launching satellites. 
 
However, this does not explain the Leap Day Agreement conundrum.  Words may be used in one 
way in the public arena, where the aim is to confuse and deceive (one’s own people perhaps more 
than the adversary) but in secret negotiations, where only the agreement is published, words have 
to be deployed more precisely.  Or should be. The agreement specifically mentioned ‘long-range 
missile launches’ but not satellite launches. It could have. The DPRK Foreign Ministry in a statement 
on 27 March stated: 
 

At the DPRK-U.S. high-level talks, the DPRK consistently maintained that a moratorium on long-range 

missile launch does not include satellite launch for the peaceful purposes. As a result, the DPRK-U.S. 

agreement dated February 29 specified a moratorium on long-range missile launch, not "launch of long-

range missile including satellite launch" or "launch with the use of ballistic missile technology".["U.S. 

Should Not Apply Double Standards to DPRK's Satellite Launch: FM Spokesman ", 2012] 

 

The Americans, for their part claimed  

Directly involved sources say in the process of negotiating the Feb. 29 agreement, Special Envoy Amb. 

Glyn Davies, and Ford Hart, explicitly, directly warned DPRK lead-negotiator Kim Gye-gwan that any 

missile test, for any purpose, would violate the terms of the agreement under negotiation[Nelson, 2012] 

Still no mention of satellites.  This is rather curious because North Korea had frequently reiterated 

that as a sovereign state it had the same right to launch satellites, and participate in space 

exploration as other countries, and that condemnation of its satellites by the UNSC on the grounds 

that a carrier rocket could be converted into a missile was spurious and illegal.["Spokesman for DPRK 

Foreign Ministry Slams Anti-DPRK Campaign over Its Projected Satellite Launch," 2009] There was, in 

addition, the on-going competition with South Korea to be the first to launch a satellite. Could Glyn 

Davies been unaware of this? 

There is a further twist.  In its statement of 27th March 2012 refuting the US claim that the 

announced satellite launch would violate the Leap Day Agreement the North Korean news agency 

KCNA said: 

It is the behests of General Secretary Kim Jong Il to launch a working satellite to mark the 100th birth 

anniversary of President Kim Il Sung and it is a routine work that was planned and has been pushed 

forward from long ago.["U.S. Should Not Apply Double Standards to DPRK's Satellite Launch: FM 

Spokesman ", 2012] 

North Korea takes anniversaries very seriously – much too seriously perhaps – and what better way 

of celebrating this particularly important one for a country which sees satellites as a symbol of 

sovereignty and participation in ‘the age of latest science and technology’? ["Launch of Satellite 

Kwangmyongsong-3 Is Legitimate Right of DPRK: KCNA," 2012] 



This gives added credence to reports that the US had been specifically informed of the plans  

North Korea had notified the U.S. about its plan to launch a satellite using long-range missile technology 

last year, days before the death of its leader Kim Jong-il, multiple news reports from Washington said 

Wednesday. 

Pyongyang had contacted Washington through civilian channels three days before Kim died on Dec. 17 

and said it would launch a satellite in commemoration of the 100th year of its late founder Kim Il-sung’s 

birth.[Y.-m. Kim, 2012] see also [Kwon, 2012; H. Park, 2013b] 

 

Was there a failure of communication within the US bureaucracy so that Glyn Davies did not know of 

North Korea’s plans? Seems unlikely. If he knew then why did not the written agreement include a 

moratorium on satellite launches?  Was it all a matter of cultural miscommunication, with both sides 

presuming erroneously that the other side had the same understanding of the meaning of terms?  

Possible; but both sides claim they were explicit.  Did the North Koreans walk into a trap?   

Bruce Klingner of the Heritage Foundation came up with the intriguing argument ‘that whether a 

launch violates the 2/29 agreement or not is immaterial since it is not a signed joint 

document’.[Nelson, 2012] 

Comparing the comparable – the two Koreas and Japan 
All nuclear weapons states utilise nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, such as energy generation 

and medical research, but most countries which have a civilian nuclear programme do not have a 

military one for various reasons.  A country can attempt to utilise civilian nuclear capabilities to 

develop nuclear weapons; this is the route chosen by India, Pakistan, probably Israel and allegedly 

Iran. That they make that decision depends partly on the civilian resources at their disposal but 

mainly on geopolitical considerations. India developed nuclear weapons and in doing so risked the 

disapproval of the United States (for a time anyway) because, rightly or wrongly, it wanted leverage 

against China. Once India had nuclear weapons it was inevitable that Pakistan would also attempt to 

acquire them; nuclear weapons (or a dependable nuclear umbrella) are really the only effective 

deterrent against a nuclear-armed adversary. But not all countries with civilian capability have 

militarised it, though we know that at least South Korea, Taiwan, and South Africa started off with a 

weapons programme before succumbing to US pressure to desist.[Herman, 2013] Empires do not 

like client states having too much freedom of action, but subordination is not subservience, and the 

relationship is under constant negotiation. So there is no necessary technological inevitability 

between civilian capability and a military programme, it is a matter of politics. 

So, too, with satellites, with one substantial difference.  Civilian nuclear capability is something that 

must be exercised at home; you can import nuclear-generated electricity but electricity, like money, 

is fungible and once it gets on the transmission lines the source of generation is irrelevant.  Foreign 

nuclear-generated electricity doesn’t count. However, when we consider satellite launching there 

are two aspects – the satellite and the launch vehicle.  Most countries who have satellites in space 

have had them launched by (or in) other countries on a commercial basis. This is much cheaper, and 

unless there are other considerations, it is the sensible option. It is commonplace in the commercial 

world where organisations outsource operation to specialist providers rather than develop in-house 

capability. 



There are currently two countries with satellite launch capability, Japan and South Korea, which do 

not have long-range missiles.  Neither have been criticised by the United States (or that curious 

concoction ‘the international community’) for launching satellites and yet, as described above, the 

technological potential is there.  North Korea has been censured by the United Nations Security 

Council for launching a satellite using ‘Ballistic Missile Technology’, but of course the same was true 

of the Japanese and South Korean launches.["Security Council Condemns Use of Ballistic Missile 

Technology in Launch by Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, in Resolution 2087 (2013)," 2013]  

All satellites are launched by ballistic rockets and all such rockets have the potential to be converted 

to missiles.  As Voltaire’s Candide famously remarked in respect off the unfortunate Admiral Byng, 

shot on his own quarterdeck for alleged cowardice in engaging the enemy at too great a distance, 

the French ship must have been as far away from the English ship, as the English one was from the 

French.   

In this context we have three countries doing essentially the same thing, launching satellites. This 

demonstrates a high potential of developing long-range ballistic missiles which could be nuclear-

armed. Only North Korea is censured.  Why? The overarching reason is ‘to encourage the others’. In 

other word, the geopolitical imperatives of the United States. By condemning North Korea and 

condoning the other two the United States is pressing home the point that only it can bestow 

legitimacy on states and their actions. In this case the actions are the same – the launching of 

satellites – but what is different is the relationship of these three states to the US. 

North Korea is an independent country, to the frustration of the United States and increasingly to 

the chagrin of China. Both Japan and South Korea are, in their different ways, client states. Japan has 

still not wrested independence from its conqueror so many decades after its defeat in 

1945.[McCormack, 2007] South Korea, created out of the detritus of the Japanese empire by the 

United States, not merely hosts a US garrison (as does Japan) but has its military commanded by an 

American general. In theory control will revert to South Korea in the mid-2020s but this transfer has 

been delayed before (most recently to 2015[T.-h. Lee, 2012]) and in a world of interoperability and 

dependence on US military technology (especially surveillance) this may not mean much.[Choi, 

2014] 

In brief, nuclear missiles in North Korea would serve as a deterrent against American attack, while in 

South Korea and Japan they would be part of the US arsenal against China. 

However, the situation is much more complicated than this bald statement might suggest and 

warrants exploration.  

Why a satellite launch capability? 
As mentioned, the cheapest way to get to satellite into space is to get it launched commercial by 

another country, or a foreign corporation. Even the United States does that, and a lot of the Cox 

Report revolved around accusations that China had filched secrets while launching US satellites on a 

commercial basis. We might perhaps consider that satellite launching has now become commodified 

and as such outsourced to lower cost providers such as China and Russia, with US corporations such 

as SpaceX and Blue Origin catching up fast. [Orwig, 2015]However, there are three other factors to 

be fed into the equation. 



The first is that launching a satellite has traditionally been considered as a marker of sovereignty. 

Only sovereign countries launched satellites and there was no doubt that this was their prerogative.  

Nowadays we do have private corporations involved in launching satellites (and space tourism etc.) 

but they bear the endorsement of powerful states; if Al Qaeda set up a satellite launching pad we 

would soon find out there were limits to private spaces activities.  So an important consideration for 

North Korea has been to launch satellites as an assertion of sovereignty. Ironically the United States 

has no complaints about Japan and South Korea launching satellites precisely because they have 

limited sovereignty. North Korea, on the other hand, not merely needs to assert sovereignty, but 

also to test the US claim that it respects its sovereignty. The Joint Statement of the Six Party Talks 

back in 2005, where the US reluctantly yielded to Chinese pressure, stated, inter alia 

The DPRK and the United States undertook to respect each other's sovereignty, exist peacefully 

together and take steps to normalize their relations subject to their respective bilateral policies. ["Text 

of Joint Statement From Nuclear Talks ", 2005] 

North Korea considers, quite rightly, the United States initiation of the United Nations Security 

Council condemnation of its satellite launch a flagrant violation of that commitment.["Resolution 

2087 (2013)," 2013] As a result it declared that the Joint Statement, and the Six Party Talks, were no 

longer valid: 

The U.S. is taking the lead in encroaching upon the sovereignty of the DPRK, its allies are siding with it 

and the UN Security Council has been reduced into an organization bereft of impartiality and balance. 

Under this situation the DPRK can not but declare that there will no longer exist the six-party talks and 

the September 19 joint statement.["DPRK NDC Vows to Launch All-Out Action to Defend Sovereignty of 

Country," 2013] 

Needless to say this is also subject to reassessment. As a small country North Korea does not have 

the luxury of standing on fixed positions based on immutable principles and pride and with 

Confucian pragmatism it will adjust as circumstances change. Thus at the meeting between North 

Korea envoy Choe Rong Hae and Chinese president Xi Jinping on 24 May 2013, four months after the 

statement above, North Korea agreed to return to the talks.[T.-g. Kim, 2013a]  This was clearly to 

appease the Chinese, for whom the resumption of the Six Party Talks was very important, and was 

perhaps taken with the calculation that the Americans would themselves not want to return to the 

talks, as Obama apparently said to Xi at their Sunnylands meeting the following month.[H. Park, 

2013a] Nevertheless, it was a reversal of policy. Despite all the clichés spouted about Orientals being 

terrified about loss of face, compared with Yankee pragmatism and flexibility, it is usually the United 

States, as the democratic hegemon conscious that eyes, at home and abroad, are focused on its 

commitment to policy that finds it difficult to adapt to circumstances. This is not confined to its 

dealings with North Korea; it is inherent in the exercise of imperial power. So Vali Nasr, when 

discussing Obama’s decision to intervene in the Syrian civil war made the familiar point: 

And I think larger issue is that our credibility, the credibility of American foreign policy is now at stake, 

and then we have to essentially use any kind of intervention to reverse that.[Brzezinski, Nasr, & Brown 

(interviewer), 2013] 

This is not to say that North Korea does not have pride, and concerns with credibility, but that is 

necessarily more supple and accommodating than the United States. 



The second factor is space exploration and development. Clearly this is potentially a huge area for 

economic (and scientific) exploitation and it is natural that large economies, such as the US, Russia, 

and Japan will seek to develop capability. On these grounds, satellite-launching makes sense for 

Japan, but the case is much less strong for South Korea.  Although North Korea claims that it wants 

to pursue space exploration as an economic activity if it were a normal economy of the size it is, this 

would not make sense.[Wright, 2012b]  However, North Korea is not a normal economy, it is one 

constrained and imperilled by US ‘hostility’, where normal international economic activities are 

prohibited or made extremely difficult, so there might just be an economic rationale. If you are 

forced to develop rocketry for defence reasons then that becomes a sunk cost and economic 

exploitation of the capability (through selling rockets, missiles, launching commercial satellites, etc.) 

makes sense. Indeed, much of the technology we have around us today, from the internet to GPS 

satellites, has its origins in military research (most of it American). 

Third of course is the military implications of satellite launch capability. Clearly, for North Korea this 

takes precedence, but it also applies to other states which have a satellite launch capability but do 

not have long-range missiles. This means, at the moment, Japan and to a lesser extent South Korea. 

Japan’s satellites and militarisation  
Japan is the ultimate nuclear ‘threshold state’. Fukushima notwithstanding, it has a highly developed 
nuclear industry and has the technical ability to develop a formidable arsenal of nuclear weapons 
very quickly. Although Iran is often described as on the threshold in fact, as the Israeli writers Yoel 
Guzansky and Jonathan Schachter point out, it can only aspire to the ‘Japanese option’: 
 

Japan is widely acknowledged to have both the technological ability and the stockpile of plutonium (the 

by-product of its peaceful nuclear energy generation) required to produce over 1,000 nuclear weapons 

(by comparison, China is estimated to have around 175). The saying goes that Japan is just a “screw-

turn” away from being a nuclear armed state, but for historical, ideological and political reasons, as well 

as because of its comprehensive defense agreement with the United States, it has chosen not to turn the 

screw. Japan thus remains comfortably at the nuclear threshold, enjoying the legitimacy conferred by 

nuclear transparency, while knowing that, if needed, nuclear weapons are well within reach.[Guzansky & 

Schachter, 2011] 

 

Legal changes initiated by the Noda administration in mid 2012 that open the way for nuclear 

weapons by describing the nuclear industry as contributing to ‘national security’ was condemned in 

both South and North Korea.["KCNA Commentary Dismisses Japanese Newspapers' Story about 

DPRK's Uranium Enrichment," 2012] 

However, nuclear weapons have long been in the background. Yamada Takao, writing in the 

Mainichi Shimbun earlier in 2012 noted that: 

“It cannot be said that Japan has no military intentions. At any time, programs involving the peaceful use 

of nuclear energy can be converted to military uses. In 1969, a senior Foreign Ministry research team 

produced a secret internal document advising that Japan's (sic) always maintain the economic and 

technological prowess to produce nuclear weapons. … Japan already possesses 45 tons of enriched 



plutonium that could be converted to military use. That is enough to build about 4,000 ‘Nagasaki-type’ 

bombs.” [Yamada & Sato (translator), 2012] 

Others put the origins of the march to nuclear weapons much further back. Shimatsu Yoichi, a 
former editor of the Japan Times Weekly writing in 2011 after the Fukushima incident revealed, he 
alleged, evidence of a covert weapons programme, described a long process: 
 

The chain of events behind this vast fabrication goes back many decades.  

During the Japanese militarist occupation of northeast China in the 1930s, the puppet state of 

Manchukuo was carved out as a fully modern economic powerhouse to support overpopulated Japan 

and its military machine. A high-ranking economic planner named Nobusuke Kishi worked closely with 

then commander of the occupying Kanto division, known to the Chinese as the Kwantung Army, General 

Hideki Tojo.  

Close ties between the military and colonial economists led to stunning technological achievements, 

including the prototype of a bullet train (or Shinkansen) and inception of Japan's atomic bomb project in 

northern Korea. When Tojo became Japan's wartime prime minister, Kishi served as his minister of 

commerce and economy, planning for total war on a global scale.  

After Japan's defeat in 1945, both Tojo and Kishi were found guilty as Class-A war criminals, but Kishi 

evaded the gallows for reasons unknown—probably his usefulness to a war-ravaged nation. The scrawny 

economist’s conception of a centrally managed economy provided the blueprint for MITI (Ministry of 

International Trade and Industry), the predecessor of METI, which created the economic miracle that 

transformed postwar Japan into an economic superpower.  

After clawing his way into the good graces of Cold Warrior John Foster Dulles, Eisenhower's secretary of 

state, Kishi was elected prime minister in 1957. His protégé Yasuhiro Nakasone, the former naval officer 

and future prime minister, spearheaded Japan's campaign to become a nuclear power under the cover 

of the Atomic Energy Basic Law.  

American Complicity  

Kishi secretly negotiated a deal with the White House to permit the U.S. military to store atomic bombs 

in Okinawa and Atsugi naval air station outside Tokyo. (Marine corporal Lee Harvey Oswald served as a 

guard inside Atsugi's underground warhead armory.) In exchange, the U.S. gave the nod for Japan to 

pursue a "civilian" nuclear program. ….. 

Kishi uttered the famous statement that "nuclear weapons are not expressly prohibited" under the 

postwar Constitution's Article 9 prohibiting war-making powers. His words were repeated two years ago 

by his grandson, then Prime Minister Shinzo Abe. The ongoing North Korea "crisis" served as a pretext 

for this third-generation progeny of the political elite to float the idea of a nuclear-armed 

Japan.[Shimatsu, 2011] 

 

Kishi was by no means the only senior Japanese politician to have said that the Japanese 

constitution, and specifically Article 9, did not prevent Japan from having nuclear weapons. There is 

a long list including Ishihara Shintaro[McNeill, 2011], Ohira Masayoshi and Nakasone Yasuhiro 

[Mack, 1996] , Aso Taro [Yamaguchi, 2006] and, of most relevance, the grandson of Kishi Nobusuke, 

and present Prime Minister, one Abe Shinzo[Demetriou, 2009]. This, it should be noted, is without 

revising the constitution, a cause with which Abe Shinzo in particular is currently identified.[Kersten, 

2013] Moreover, given that it is unlikely that Japan would go nuclear without at least acquiescence 

from the US, it is important to note that there is agreement in Washington that there is no 

constitutional hindrance to Japan having nuclear weapons. 

The Federation of American Scientists opined that ‘possession of nuclear weapons is not forbidden 
in the constitution’. [S. A. a. J. Garbose, 2012]Closer to the centre of power is the Congressional 
Research Service and the report by Emma Chanlett-Avery and Mary Beth Nikitin is significant 
because it not merely accepts the constitutional legality of nuclear weapons but shows the easy 



transition from one statement, consistent with a normal reading of Article 9, (‘forswear nuclear 
weapons’) to its opposite (‘allow...the development of nuclear weapons’): 
 

Japan, traditionally one of the most prominent advocates of the international non-proliferation regime, 

has consistently pledged to forswear nuclear weapons….. 
There are several legal factors that could restrict Japan’s ability to develop nuclear weapons. The most 

prominent is Article 9 of the Japanese constitution, drafted by American officials during the post-war 

occupation, that outlaws war as a “sovereign right” of Japan and prohibits “the right of belligerency.” 

However, Japan maintains a well-funded and well-equipped military for selfdefense purposes, and the 

current interpretation of the constitution would allow, in theory, the development of nuclear 

weapons for defensive purposes. [emphasis added][Chanlett-Avery & Nikitin, 2009] 
 

It is clear that Japan has the technical ability to construct a large number of nuclear weapons very 

quickly. North Korea claims: 

In fact, by the mid-1970s Japan was capable of manufacturing nuclear weapons in just three months. At 

present it has a potential strong enough to manufacture more than 1,000 nuclear bombs in just a few 

weeks, once it has a will.["KCNA Rebukes Japan's Moves to Go Nuclear," 2009] 

 

Whilst the figure of ‘1,000’ bombs is fairly in common Western estimates, the time required usually 

varies from a few months to a year.[Mack, 1996] However, these are estimates and there is variation 

around this bomb/time axis. For instance, A Global Security Newswire article in May 2013 gave 

sufficient plutonium for 200 bombs, and a timeframe of several years.[Barnes, 2013] 

The legal and political restraints preventing this from happening are quite frail, and although there is 

popular opposition in Japan to the possession of nuclear weapons, and to remilitarisation in general, 

it is not certain how robust this would be in the face of what would be portrayed as a frightening, 

even existential, crisis.[Feffer, 2009] 

This threshold nuclear weapons capability is highly significant to Japan’s satellite programme. 

Nuclear weapons and rockets are a natural match.  Although there are other ways to deliver a 

nuclear weapon- by suitcase for a terrorist, by bomber for the United States – a missile is the most 

common solution. Missiles, for their part, can in theory deliver chemical and biological weapons but 

it appears that there are technical difficulties which limit the feasibility, which is perhaps the reason 

that advanced nuclear powers, such as Russia and the United States, sign conventions against such 

weapons.["Chemical and Biological Weapons Status at a Glance," 2012; "Chemical Weapons 

Delivery,"]  For a state with the resources, nuclear weapons delivered by missile is the obvious first 

choice.  

This means that Japan’s satellite programme deserves special scrutiny. If Japan were not nuclear 

weapons capable then advanced rockets would have limited military significance. However because 

of its military potential Japan’s rocketry does deserve analysis, but it does not get it. In fact, Japan’s 

satellite programme attracts remarkably little attention in the international/Western media. This is 

perhaps not surprising since it is not perceived as a threat, either militarily or commercially, to the 

United States, and the achievements are Japanese, not American, so does not need to be celebrated. 

If one were cynical, it might be suggested that there are good reasons for not saying much about it; 

as with South Korea, comparisons with North Korea might engender awkward questions 



Japan’s satellite programme, and position in the international aerospace industry, is not 

commensurate with its economic and technological standing.[Jeff, 2014; Lele, 2013; Siddiqi, 2014] 

An article in the Japan Times entitled ‘Japan a low-key player in space race’ noted that: 

Observers agree the U.S. leads in space research and manned missions, followed by Russia and China. 

Japan is in the next group, competing with European countries, Canada and India.[Kamiya, 2009] 

There must be very few high-tech industries where Japan is so definitely in the third league. Aoki 

Setsuko writing in a Commentary of the Association of Japanese Institutes of Strategic Studies 

suggests one reason and implies a second. She claims that Japan’s space efforts were hampered by 

its constitution, or rather an interpretation of it: 

When Japan's space agency was established in 1969, the Diet unanimously adopted a resolution 

committing Japan to using space "for peaceful purposes only." While the term "peaceful purposes" has 

internationally been understood as "non-aggressive" from the advent of the space age, the same term 

has been interpreted as "non-military" in Japan.[Aoki, 2008] 

The problem, as she points out, is that the space industry is intrinsically dual-use, an issue which is, 

of course, at the centre of the debate over North Korea’s satellite: 

Since space activities are characterized by their dual civilian-military nature, restricting the development 

and use of space to the "non-military" realm was impossible, especially as the rapid development of 

space technology blurred the demarcation between civil and military functions.[Aoki, 2008] 

It was inevitable, she claims, that the restraint of ‘non-military’ would be abandoned in favour of 

‘non-aggressive’. This in fact is in line with the whole remilitarisation process where by attaching 

some variant of the word ‘defense’ to an entity turns it from something forbidden to an object that 

is constitutionally acceptable; thus we have the Japanese military become the Self-Defense Force.  

The solution was the Basic Space Bill of 2008: 

The main purposes of the Basic Space Law include lifting the long-standing ban on the military use of 

space assets and promoting the space industry.[Aoki, 2008] 

 

This process was taken a step further in 2012 with a new law permitting ‘Military Space 
Development’. The US magazine Defense News noted with understanding that: 
 

The passing of the law ends a process that began nearly a decade ago by politicians looking for ways to 

leverage Japan’s space development programs and technologies for security purposes, to bolster the 

nation’s defenses in the face of increased tensions in East Asia. 

On top of an increasingly confident China, Japan faces a potentially belligerent and unstable North 

Korea just across the Sea of Japan. Since 1998, North Korea has consistently flouted and broken 

promises, norms and international laws in developing and testing nuclear weapons and 

missiles.[Kallender-Umezu, 2012] 

 
The other constraint has been Japan’s client relationship with the United States: 

1990 Japan-US Satellite Procurement Agreement. Concluded at a time of escalating trade friction with 

the US, the procurement agreement obliges Japan to open its non-R&D satellite procurement to foreign 

satellite markets. The conditions imposed on Japan by the agreement are stricter than those set by the 

WTO Agreement on Government Procurement. Reflecting Japan's disadvantageous position compared 

with European countries vis-à-vis the US, 12 out of the 13 satellites that the Japanese government has 

procured since 1990 were US-made. [Aoki, 2008] 

 



Japan may be able to move towards remilitarisation because that has US approval, but shedding the 

client status is another matter. 

The move towards remilitarisation requires more than US approval; it also needs stimulus and the 

constructed perception of the ‘North Korean threat’ has been made to serve well, although it is 

being supplanted by the more plausible China bogey of late. The use of North Korea as a justification 

for remilitarisation has not gone unnoticed, especially in South Korea. For instance, back in 2006 

President Roh Moo-hyun’s chief of staff commented on Japan’s reaction to recent North Korean 

missile tests: 

The Blue House chief of staff, Lee Byung-wan, slammed Japan yesterday, calling its reaction to North 

Korea's missile launches "truly evil." He labeled Tokyo's talk of a pre-emptive attack on the North's 

missile facilities as a sign of "militarism and expansionism."........... 

 He recounted a comment he attributed to Taro Aso, Japan's foreign minister, to the effect that Mr. Aso 

was "thankful to Kim Jong-il" for launching the missiles. "Now we can understand what he meant," Mr. 

Lee said bitterly.[Chun, 2006] 

But there are also structural economic drivers at force. Basically Japan’s space (and aerospace) 

industry has been hampered in two interconnected ways. Space is expensive and Japan’s effort has 

been, it is claimed, underfunded. But that is in comparison with the other major space powers that 

all have one thing in common – governments who are able and willing to invest in space because of 

military requirements.  A report by Steve Berner from RAND, a think tank originally set up by the US 

Air Force, and still dependent on military funding, sets it in context: 

 

With its pacifist constitution, Japan’s defense budget has been limited.  The Japanese  defense budget in 

2004 is 4,903 billion yen, or about 45.8 billion dollars.  By comparison the U.S. defense budget for 2004 

is about 400 billion dollars.  The major U.S. aerospace firms, Boeing, Lockheed Martin, and Northrup 

Grumman, also are leading defense  contractors.  Significant portions of their space capabilities derive 

from government investments in national security space programs.  Some capabilities, including most 

historical U.S. launch vehicles, are directly traceable to earlier military programs.  The new generation of 

Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicles is being developed with government funding.  U.S. Department of 

Defense (DoD) spending on space in 2003 was over $17 billion, and is projected to grow to $25 billion in 

2010. 

The $17 billion figure represents about 4% of the defense budget.  To a lesser but still significant extent 

Europe’s leading space firm, Astrium, has benefited from the defense aerospace work of its parent 

company EADS.  European space firms also have been able to leverage their space investments through 

jointly funded ESA programs.    

The Japanese space industry largely lacks these benefits.[Berner, 2005] 

It will be seen that this is not quite accurate. The problem for the Japanese space industry prior to 

the Space Bill of 2008 was not the size of the defence budget as such but restraints on it being used 

for the space programme. However, the observation about the military subsidisation of US and 

European space industries (and by extension others as well) is correct, and this meant that Japan 

was not able to compete in the international space market, primarily the launching of satellites for 

other countries.[Berner, 2005] Whereas in other industries, such as electronics, motor vehicles, 

machinery, etc. , Japanese companies were able to side-step the lack of military spending, and 

capture world civilian markets, this did not apply in ‘dual-use’ industries such as aerospace.  



In reality 1998 was the key year in the process of militarisation of Japan’s space industry, not 2008. 

1998 was the year of North Korea’s first attempt at launching a satellite, on 31 August, and the 

trajectory took it over Japan. It was the second stage that crossed Japanese territory and it must 

have been well above Japanese airspace. The Koreans claimed that the trajectory was designed to 

avoid crossing Japanese land: 

The scientists chose the sky above Tsugaru Strait between Hokkaido and Honshu, Japan, as the 

trajectory of the recent artificial satellite launch. The carrier rocket was equipped with a device with 

which to lead the rocket to a safe area and explode it in case the flying rocket is deviated from the 

expected trajectory.["North Korean Scientists on DPRK Artificial Satellite Technology," 1998] 

This was not how it was portrayed in the media of course. A useful compilation by the United States 

Information Agency, published on 3 September 1998, covered the main South Korean and Japanese 

newspapers, with a selection of newspapers from other suitable countries – China and Russia being 

notable exclusions.["Foreign Media Reaction Daily Digest," 1998] It was described as a medium 

range missile; the Yomiuri presumably drawing on US military sources specified a ‘two-stage ballistic 

missile’ and there was no mention that it was a satellite launch. It was not until 15th September that 

the US announced that it had been a three-stage satellite launch, just as the North Korean 

statements declared.[Myers, 1998] The Americans claimed that the launch failed, the Koreans 

asserted that it had been successful but that dispute was of less consequence than the agreement 

that it was a satellite rather than a missile.  

The North Koreans faced two major public relations problems over this launch, both of which they 

took pains to remedy in later attempts.  Firstly they yielded a propaganda advantage in not giving 

advance warning and in being slow to issue statements.  By 2012 they took more care in going 

publically through international procedures and in inviting foreign media to the launch: 

 

When the DPRK launched two experimental satellites [1998 and 2009], it strictly abided by relevant 

international regulations and practice.  

As regards the projected launch of the working satellite, the DPRK sent necessary information to the 

relevant international bodies according to international regulations and procedures and expressed the 

will to invite experts and journalists of other countries to view the launching station.  ["Launch of 

Satellite Kwangmyongsong-3 Is Legitimate Right of DPRK: KCNA," 2012] 

 

They also made an early announcement of the failure of the April 2012 attempt.["DPRK's Satellite 

Fails to Enter Its Orbit," 2012] 

However in 1998 it was not until 4th September that KCNA issued statements on the 

launch.["Successful launch of first satellite in DPRK," 1998] By then the accepted version was, as a 

headline in the Guardian put it, ‘North Korea fires missile over Japan’.[Gittings, 1998]  The 

implication in most of the media stories was that this was a missile aimed at Japan, and this was 

North Korea’s second problem. In reality the launch and the trajectory of the carrier rocket had 

nothing to do with Japan in a political sense, it was rather a matter of geography.  As Gavan 

McCormack pointed out in 2009 geography presents both Koreas with an issue when launching 

satellites, though needless to say only North Korea’s were portrayed as missiles threatening Japan: 



Like those of Japan, North Korean launches take place over the Pacific, in a due-east direction, as indeed 

do virtually all satellite launches around the world. This is for the technical reason that the earth’s own 

rotation provides up to 5 per cent of the speed needed to gain orbit. However, where virtually all 

launches elsewhere in the world occur over oceans, deserts, or sparsely populated areas, because of the 

geographical fact that North Korea’s path eastwards to the Pacific is blocked by Japan, it has no 

alternative. If it insists on its right to space exploration, it must launch over Japanese territory. Such 

direction is scientifically, not politically, determined. The same problem arises in the case of the 

projected South Korean launch later this year. Just as North Korea’s crossed over Northeastern Japan, 

South Korea’s will have to cross over Western Japan, somewhere between Hiroshima and 

Okinawa.[McCormack, 2009] 

Actually North Korea did have a choice and it chose to exercise it by building a new launch site on 

the west coast so that it could launch in a southerly direction, avoiding overflying Japan (fig 

1).[Wright, 2012b]  Apart from the cost of the new site, there was also a price to pay for forgoing an 

eastwards launch.[Wright, 2012a]  North Korea is not quite alone in having to sacrifice physical 

advantage for political reasons. South Korea also has to launch southwards to avoid Japan, and Israel 

launches westwards, the most disadvantageous direction, to avoid overflying its neighbours.[Wright, 

2012b] 

 

Fig 1 Avoiding Japan - Satellite launch paths from North and South Korea 

 

Launch paths from North and South Korea. The white line shows the eastward launch path of North Korea’s 

Unha-2 in 2009 from its original launch site. The yellow line shows the approximate path of South Korea’s 2009 

and 2010 satellite launch attempts. The red line shows a similar path that launches from North Korea’s new 

launch site could follow. 



Source: Wright, David. "North Korea’s New Launch Site." 38 North, 23 February 2012. 

 

Whether this price was worth it remains debatable because it seemed to have no effect on the 

reaction of the Japanese government and media to the satellite launches of 2012. The Self Defense 

Force made very public its readiness to shoot down the North Korean rocket if it went off course and 

endangered Japan.["Japan Gets Ready to Intercept N.Korean Missile," 2012] All this had little to do 

with any supposed danger and was really a stunt to promote remilitarisation, missile defense, and 

the militarisation of Japan’s space programme. The brouhaha was replicated in early 2016 before 

North Korea’s second successful launch.["North Korea preparing for a new rocket launch?," 2016] 

North Korea’s first satellite attempt in 1998, which did overfly Japan, provided the opportunity for 

breaking out of the constraints imposed on Japan’s space efforts by the constitution.  The RAND 

study notes that: 

Until 1998 there was no direct defense contribution to Japan’s space program.   The space sector had to 

get along on the basis of a civil space budget of around $2 billion or less.  That has changed with the 

start of Japan’s satellite reconnaissance program. 

The amount of extra funding appears to have been small, and whilst the programme gave extra work 

for existing rockets it does not seem to have led to specific developments in rocketry. The real 

importance was political and psychological. It was another barrier on the road to remilitarisation 

broken. The ‘satellite reconnaissance program is run from the Cabinet Secretariat’ which means that 

is connected to the centre of political power, rather than being on the periphery in the re-vamped 

space agency  Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency(JAXA).[Berner, 2005] 

Important as the 1998 North Korean launch was in providing stimulus to Japanese remilitarisation it 

was merely justification and pretext rather than cause. A CIA study by William W. Radcliffe in 2010 

notes that 

It is commonly held that North Korea’s August 1998 Taepo Dong missile launch over the Japanese 

archipelago spurred Tokyo to undertake a crash program to build and launch its own reconnaissance 

satellites. A survey of the open source record of events prior to the summer of 1998, however, shows 

that Japanese political leaders were in the final stages of reviewing plans for a reconnaissance satellite 

program using technology under development since the 1980s.[Radcliffe, 2010] 

Moreover, whilst the ‘threat from North Korea’ was portrayed as the driver of the satellite 

programme, and remilitarisation generally, the purpose was wider and deeper. As with missile 

defense, and other weapons systems, reconnaissance satellites cover not merely North Korea but 

the region.[Editorial, 2006] That includes South Korea, Russia, and most importantly China. Indeed, 

as Radcliffe discloses, one of the first success of Japanese surveillance, using an earth observation 

satellite back in 1993, was of Chinese bases in the South China Sea.[Radcliffe, 2010] A decade later 

the reconnaissance satellites were spying not only on North Korea, Russia, and China but also the 

Middle East.[Radcliffe, 2010] A major recent study by the Carnegie Endowment for International 

Peace on the US-Japan alliance, covering issues such as remilitarisation and nuclearisation focuses 

virtually exclusively on China, with scarcely a mention of North Korea.[Swaine et al., 2013]  

Reconnaissance and communications satellites are a crucial component of advanced warfighting 

capability, especially for the United States with its global reach. That is why efforts by China to 

develop ‘satellite killer’ missiles arouse consternation in the US.[Shalal-Esa, 2013] As do reported 



Pentagon plans to shave costs by using Chinese commercial satellites for US military 

communications, an intriguing instance of the tribulations of a cash-strapped hegemon (although it 

might well have been a cunning plan to extract more funding from the politicians): 

The Pentagon insists that its deal with a Chinese satellite firm to carry U.S. troops’ communications isn’t 

a security risk. But Congressmen with the ultra-influential House Armed Services Committee don’t want 

to leave military data in Beijing’s hands. They’re moving to block any future contracts, like the one the 

Defense Department just signed........... 

The deal underscores how desperate the U.S. military is for satellite bandwidth, especially in relatively 

remote locations. But the lease still doesn’t sit well with many House Republicans, who see China as a 

global competitor to the U.S., not a military partner.[Shachtman, 2013]   

Although warheads get the attention, satellites themselves are arguably a much more important 

part of military power, certainly on a continuing basis. It is never publically mentioned but it is likely 

that the US objection to North Korea’s satellite programme is not only the possibility that the carrier 

rockets could be converted to ICBMs, but to the satellites themselves. 

The satellites, and the rockets that put them into space, are not the only factor in Japanese missile 

capability. It has, for instance, for some time been contemplating either buying or developing cruise 

missiles. As usual, the reason given is defence against North Korea, but the populous east coast of 

China would also be in range.["Japan Eyes Cruise Missiles to Attack N.Korea," 2013]  Missile defense 

has long been popular because it is a form of remilitarisation which seems, on the surface, wholly 

defensive. In reality, since it is a part of a wider weapons system, it is inherently destabilising and 

threatening and this is well recognised not merely by targeted countries, such as North Korea, 

Russia, and China, but also by those within the missile defense laager. Missile defense, both the anti-

ballistic missiles themselves and the radar stations, such as Flyingdales in England, which are an 

integral part of the system are like military bases in general, in that they make the host country a 

target which it might not otherwise have been. Goh Young-dae, of the Research Institute of 

Solidarity for Peace and Reunification of Korea in Seoul pointed out the dangers for South Korea: 

The missile defense system is the measure the US is employing to maintain its military superiority after 

the end of the Cold War. The US has already started setting up a missile defense system in Europe based 

on the SM-3 missile, and now it is pushing forward with the development of similar systems in East Asia 

and the Middle East. It hopes to create local missile defense systems that can connect these disparate 

parts. 

Consequently, for South Korea to participate in the US missile defense system is to take part in this 

pursuit of global hegemony and to embark on an irrevocable collision course with North Korea, China, 

and Russia.[Goh, 2013] 

What he says of South Korea applies with equal force to Japan, except that the latter has perhaps a 

more active collaborative role in developing the system.[Reuters, 2005]  How much of this flows 

through into an independent missile capability is unclear but presumably it is substantial, missile 

defense being ‘cutting edge’ military technology. 

Apart from this Japan’s military missile programme is quite limited and seems to focus, as one would 

expect for an island nation, on anti-ship missiles.["Japan with Long History of Missile Development," 

2011] 



Japan’s satellite launch programme 

How does Japan’s civilian rocket programme and specifically its satellite launch vehicles fit into all 

this and what light does it throw on North Korea’s? There seems to be a consensus in the (publically 

accessible) US intelligence community that the H-2 carrier is not suitable for conversion to an ICBM 

because it is liquid-fuelled.["Japan/Missile," 2013]  

The Federation of American Scientists is particularly adamant: 

The H-2 launch vehicle core stage propellants are cryogenic liquid hydrogen and oxygen. As such, it is 

ENTIRELY unsuited for conversion to ballistic missile applications.[J. Garbose, 2012] 

This is very curious because North Korea’s Unha carrier is also liquid-fuelled and yet this is never 
cited by the US government or media as a great barrier to its use as an ICBM. Sometimes if you read 
the small print the unsuitability is mentioned but not in a way that would make the reader doubt the 
main thrust of the article that North Korea’s satellite programme poses a direct threat to the US. 
Thus in an NPR article  
 

Then there's the fuel problem. 

Unlike most ICBMs, which run on solid fuel, the Unha-3 is powered by liquid fuel, which can't be stored 

for long periods inside the rocket, Thielmann notes. Liquid fuel rockets have other drawbacks, too. 

For starters, they are "really too big and too unwieldy to move around," he says. "So, it's a stationary 

target. Any stationary target is going to be vulnerable to pre-emption." 

In other words, if it looks as though North Korean leader Kim Jong Un is planning an attack using an 

Unha-3 type of missile, Washington might become aware of the preparations in time to destroy it on the 

launchpad.[Neuman, 2012] 

 

In case the reader might think that such a vulnerable vehicle is a strange choice for aggression, the 

article ends with a cautionary note from Victor Cha, who was George Bush’s Korea expert: 

While North Korea isn't at the ICBM stage right now, Cha of the Center for Strategic and International 

Studies cautions against underestimating that threat. 

"I think there's a natural tendency to discount the North Koreans as being these crazy people who are 

not successful in terms of their technology," he tells NPR. "But I think there needs to be greater attention 

paid to the strategic significance of what they've done. 

"There are still other technological thresholds they need to cross to target the U.S. with an ICBM 

warhead," he says. "Still, it's only a matter of time before they are able to do that, as this test [satellite 

launch of December 2012] shows."[Neuman, 2012] 

Time Magazine in an article published shortly after the failed April 2012 launch attempt entitled 

‘Kim's Rocket Fails, but North Korea's Space Threat Is Scarier Than You Think’ mentions the liquid 

fuelled issue but not in a way to throw doubt on the headline: 

It's the 104-ft. (32 m), three-stage Unha-3 booster, powered by liquid-fueled engines — the motor of 

choice for manned launches and major satellites, as opposed to the solid-fuel kind, which power most 

U.S. long range missiles.[Kluger, 2012] 

Another curiosity, again not cited or explained, is that Japan has not relied on the motor of choice 

for its satellite carriers, but has also developed solid-fuel rockets. These rockets, unlike North Korea’s 

Unha series, are, in terms of fuel at least, much more suitable for conversion to ICBMs. 



The Global Security Newswire of the Nuclear Threat Initiative notes that the conversion of these SLVs 

to military uses presents no great problem, although as with North Korea’s rockets, further 

technologies would be needed: 

Japan does not have a ballistic missile development program, but its space program includes a number 

of technologies that could potentially be adapted to create long-range missiles. The solid-fueled M-5 

rocket system, first launched in 1995, includes technologies that could be adapted to develop 

intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) capabilities roughly similar to those of the U.S. MX Peacekeeper 

missile. …… Japan lacks sophisticated command-and-control systems, as well as some guidance and 

warhead technology necessary to developing operational missiles.["Japan/Missile," 2013] 

What would Japan end up with if these carrier rockets were converted to missiles? The Federation of 

American Scientists goes into a few calculations and suggests that Washington would well be within 

range: 

A comparison of Japanese solid rocket motor launch vehicles and American intercontinental ballistic 

missiles (ICBMs) is interesting. Although precise calculations would be even more interesting, these 

rough numbers indicate rather clearly Japanese competence in this field….  

If converted to ballistic missile applications, the M-V would seem likely to give Japan an ICBM roughly 

equivalent to the MX Peacekeeper, and the J-1 would probably give Japan an ICBM surpassing the 

performance of a Minuteman III. … 

Firing these vehicles on long-range (~12,500 km) ICBM trajectories would increase their throw-weight by 

roughly a fifth right off the bat. Assuming that a Japanese ICBM would have a "Moscow Criteria" range, 

the distance from Hokkaido to Moscow is only 7,000. Even adding a "Washington Criteria" only gets the 

requirement up to about 10,000 km. The nominal range of the Minuteman III is 13,000 km and that of 

the Peacekeeper some 12,000 km.[J. Garbose, 2012] 

 

Washington?  And here we have the irony. Because of constraints imposed by the US-drafted 

constitution Japan has not been able to develop a ‘normal’ arsenal of missiles that would prioritise 

what its government, rightly or wrongly, perceives as the greatest threats, North Korea and China. 

Rather it has chosen to develop solid fuel carrier rockets, although they are less suitable for 

satellites, because they are more fitted for conversion to military purposes.  However, a satellite 

carrier rocket is, by definition, a long-range rocket so on conversion it becomes an ICBM. That is fine, 

as the FAS notes, for distant targets such as Moscow and Washington, but presumably of no use for 

close targets such as Pyongyang and Beijing. Clearly a country such as Japan which can build a long-

range rocket can build shorter range ones but that would take extra time. It is conceivable that were 

Japan to embark on a full-fledged missile programme it might not convert its solid fuel carrier 

rockets, and hence not develop an ICBM but it would be strange if it were to forgo that potential. In 

any case it could tell Washington it needs the range to reach Moscow, rattling the Northern 

Territories issue as a reason for such a contingency.[Anishchuk, 2013; G. Clark, 2005; Drysdale, 2012]  

Washington might not quite believe that, but may be able to do little about it. This, of course, raises 

the wider question of US-Japan relations if Japan does remilitarise. American officials have been 

pushing for Japanese remilitarisation and the removal of Article 9 over the decades. Richard 

Armitage, a signatory of the ‘The Project for the New American Century’ and Deputy Secretary of 

State under George W Bush has been a leading advocate of this, both personally and through his 

acolytes, dangling the elusive lure of a permanent seat on the UNSC if the Japanese  amend the 

constitution.[Armitage & Nye, 2007; "Article 9 hindering U.S. ties, bid for UNSC seat: Armitage," 

2004; Easton & Schriver, 2013]  Such officials are confident that they can keep the process under 



control and that Japan will always remain subservient.[Kato, 2013]  Whether that confidence is 

justified is another matter. 

South Korea: the contortions of client status 
South Korea is in a very different position to Japan in many ways. For one thing, Japan is a much 

larger economy - nearly three times that of South Korea. This means not merely more resources but 

also greater leverage vis-à-vis the US. Moreover that size provides a justification for space launch 

capacity; Berner notes with some superciliousness: 

In some ways, Japan appears to be pursuing its space program more because “that is what great powers 

do” than because there is a compelling strategic vision behind the program.[Berner, 2005] 
 

Whether doing what great powers do can be considered a compelling reason for Japan, it clearly 

does not apply to South Korea. The rationale for space launch capability needs special scrutiny. 

Japan, as noted, is the archetypal ‘threshold state’; South Korea is not for a number of reasons. The 

underlying one, that provides the basis for all the others, is its relationship to the United States. This 

is partly a matter of size but is also grounded in historical specificity. Both Japan and South Korea are 

client states, but the origins and nature of that relationship are very different.  

Japan challenged US (and in those days, European) hegemony in East Asia and was defeated. 

Defeated but, despite the devastation done to infrastructure and people, not destroyed. The United 

States took over a functioning state and despite earlier plans to demolish the emperor system and 

republicanise the state – with all that might imply for democratisation and the social structure – 

decided that a quasi-reformed Japan would serve its interests better in its struggle against the Soviet 

Union and forces aligned with it, including Asian nationalism.[Alperovitz, 2016; Hallett, 2016]  

Japanese nationalism since 1945 has for the most part accepted client status and has sought to 

strengthen the alliance with the US on the grounds that Washington accepted that Japanese 

remilitarisation advanced American power. This hawkish community of interest will not last for ever, 

and we can see signs of it poking through the other side with nationalists such as Abe, and even 

more so the outspoken Ishihara Shintaro.  But Ishihara’s ‘The Japan that can say No’ is now nearly 25 

years old and Daniel Drezner’s dismissive comment is an indicator of how little the US elite is 

currently worried about Japanese nationalism getting too unruly: 

Written at the peak of Japan's property bubble, Shintaro argued that Japan was destined to become the 

next great superpower.  Whoops.[Drezner, 2009; Ishihara, 1991]   

 

Even Abe Shinzo’s boast “Japan’s back” on his visit to the United States in February 2013 carefully 

positioned Japanese nationalism within the framework of the US-Japan alliance, and client status, 

though how much that positioning was due to deference to the occasion is uncertain. 

Nevertheless, Japan’s status is different from that of South Korea, and special. It might be described 

as ‘first amongst clients’.  Japan certainly has higher standing in Washington than Seoul, and this is 

reflected in various ways, such as the greater media attention given to Abe’s US visit compared with 

Park Geun-hye’s in May 2013.  For its part, the South Korean media coverage expressed a quiet 



desperation that this time the US would take South Korea’s side against Japan, whilst accepting that 

this was wishful thinking. The Chosun Ilbo, in an article entitled ‘How High Is Korea on the U.S.' 

Agenda?’ illustrated this angst: 

Obama also listened attentively when Park asked him to help Japan gain a "correct understanding" of 

history. Although Washington is careful to keep out of rows with Japan over the island country's lurch to 

the far right and attempts to whitewash its past atrocities, it was evident that Obama is taking note of 

these developments.["How High Is Korea on the U.S.' Agenda?," 2013] 

Indeed, this concern about being sidelined in favour of Japan, and China in a different way, is a 

constant theme in the South Korean media.[Editorial, 2012a, 2013a; Gil & Kim, 2015; H. Park, 2015; 

H. Park & Gil, 2015] As is the worry that when the US thinks of Korea it thinks of the North rather 

than the South. That is certainly the impression one gets from a search of the US media, where there 

are many more articles on the North. And the more the South attempts to show itself the good, 

obedient, dutiful Korea, the more the United States takes it for granted and pays more attention to 

the bad, independent Korea.  That was not such an issue for Lee Myung-bak, who was much more 

warmly received in Washington than his ‘progressive’ predecessors, Kim Dae-Jung and Roh Moo-

hyun, and managed to get Obama to follow his agenda because that was consistent with the US 

containment of China.[S. Lee, 2011; Yonhap, 2012] Park Geun-hye has been even more deferential 

to the United States, perhaps a reflection of her being a woman in a male-dominated society who 

owes her position to a large extent on being the daughter of Park Chung-hee, to whom according to , 

psychologist Chung Hye-shin she is still in emotional thrall.[N.-i. Kim, 2015] Her father seems to have 

been much more assertive, despite South Korea being much weaker in his time.[Sneider, 2008] 

Japan does not face the same issues. It is bigger, and has to be taken more seriously. There is no 

other alternative Japan to distract Washington’s attention. And crucially, the origins of the 

relationship with the US are different. The United States essentially accepted the power structure of 

defeated Japan. There were a few token executions, but no real Japanese equivalent of 

denazification (or, in a more contemporary example, de-Baathification as in Iraq). Significantly, one 

of those held after the war for class A war crimes who escaped punishment was Kishi Nobusuke, Abe 

Shinzo’s grandfather. 

South Korea, by contrast, was constructed from the remains of the Japanese empire in Korea, and it 

was salvaged in 1950 by American military power and nurtured thereafter by American treasure. It 

was at this time that the nascent Republic of Korea lost operational control of its military to the US 

and while peacetime control was restored in 1994 the crucial wartime control is still withheld, and 

the transfer is constantly being deferred.[Choi, 2014; Editorial, 2013b; T.-g. Kim, 2013b] This is 

symbolic of a much more subservient relationship than that imposed on Japan. 

Nuclearisation 
During the Spring Crisis of 2013 it appears that the Western media gave as much prominence to calls 

within South Korea for nuclearisation as they did for Japan.[Herman, 2013]  The debate continues to 

bubble on in both counties, and was given stimulus by Donald Trump’s call for nuclearisation, 

supposedly to lessen US military costs in East Asia, in his election campaign in 2016.[Fifield, 2016; 

Nakamura, 2016] Yet while the intensity of desire might have been the same in both countries (or 

rather specific circles in those countries) the likelihood of it coming to pass was very different.  In 

2010, the last year before the Fukushima disaster, the Japanese and South Korean nuclear industries 



were roughly comparable in the percentage of electricity generated (29% in Japan, 32% in South 

Korea), though the actual output, in billion kWh was two times higher in Japan (280) than in South 

Korea (142), and Japan had 51 reactors against South Korea’s 21.["World Nuclear Power Reactors & 

Uranium Requirements," 2012] These statistics mask considerable differences in their ability to 

produce nuclear weapons.  

Nuclear fuel cycle and weapons 

Crucially, Japan has much more control over the nuclear fuel cycle and has amassed, as we have 
seen, a considerable stockpile of plutonium, enough for 1000-2000 nuclear weapons[Barnes, 2013].  
. Moreover it is going ahead with the Rokkasho reprocessing facility which, according to the Wall 
Street Journal will give it a flow of fissile material into the future: 
 

…. is capable of producing nine tons of weapons-usable plutonium annually, said Japanese officials and 

nuclear-industry experts, enough to build as many as 2,000 bombs, although Japanese officials say their 

program is civilian.[Burnie , Barnaby, Clements , Smith , & Ulrich, 2016; Inada, 2013] 

 

Significantly, the WSJ said that the plant was going ahead ‘over the objections of the Obama 

administration’. Things happen differently in Korea.  

A new nuclear-cooperation agreement with South Korea, which would allow for the continued sale of 

U.S.-origin fuel and equipment to the Asian ally, has ben (sic) delayed. 

South Korean negotiators had been seeking a new nuclear-cooperation agreement with the U.S. that 

would allow it to begin enriching uranium and reprocessing spent reactor fuel, arguing these 

technologies are crucial for Seoul to expand and secure its civilian nuclear-power program. 

But Washington resisted and the two agreed last week to extend the current agreement—without those 

prerogatives—for another two years, while negotiations continue. 

South Korea believes—and has argued to the U.S.—that it should have the same capabilities as Japan, a 

longtime rival and former colonial occupier, current and former U.S. officials said. 

U.S. officials said the commissioning of Rokkasho will only increase pressure from Seoul that it be 

formally allowed to follow Tokyo and begin producing its own nuclear fuel. 

"If the Koreans are left with the impression that Japan can do things that South Korea can't, then it's not 

a sustainable concept," said Christopher Hill, a former American ambassador to Seoul.[Inada, 2013] 

Sustainable or not, Washington is able to impose stricter constraints on Seoul than on Tokyo.   

Park Chung-hee’s abortive weapons programme  

A CIA assessment, written in 1978 and declassified in 2005, puts a gentle gloss on American power 

over its often insubordinate client: 

The evidence is clear that President Pak Chong-hui  (sic) in late 1974 authorized  a program to develop 

nuclear weapons technology. 

• At that time, however, he had not decided that Korea would actually build bombs. 

• He probably did not expect to confront the need or opportunity  to make a decision on the 

production  of either warheads or a delivery system for at least several years. 

To maintain a strong alliance with the United States, Seoul seeks to minimize frictions in bilateral relations. 

Under US pressure, in January 1976 it suspended negotiations for a reprocessing facility; in December 1976 it 

suspended the whole formal program to develop nuclear weapons technology that it had inaugurated only 

two years earlier.["South Korea: Nuclear Developments and Strategic Decisionmaking," 1978] 

 



Hayes and Moon in their discussion of the issue talk of ‘immense pressure’ although they do not 

specify what form that pressure took.[Hayes & Moon, 2011]  Park decided on what was to be the 

Indian route to nuclear weapons, acquiring a Canadian reactor.[Eum & Ser, 2004] 

1974 was on the eve of the US ignominious withdrawal from Vietnam the following year, which also 

saw Park withdraw his troops, some 300,000 of which had been sent to support the Americans, and 

earn foreign exchange.["Declassified Vietnam War Dossier Silences Suspicions ", 2005; "Documents 

Show Korea's Cool Vietnam Calculations," 2005; Moon, 2008] No doubt this sent a shudder through 

many client regimes; Daniel Sneider observes that this  

…began to feed a perception in Northeast Asia of U.S. weakness and retreat.[Sneider, 2008] 

 

Presumably this perception extended far beyond Northeast Asia, but it appears that it was 

particularly acute in Korea, as well it might be with an unfinished unification war that had been 

driven to an armistice by the outside intervention of the US and China, but could conceivably flare 

up again if external restraints were removed.  Although the North’s population was only half of that 

of the South, its per capita GDP was probably still higher and, according to US estimates at least, its 

military power was greater.["South Korea: Nuclear Developments and Strategic Decisionmaking," 

1978]  Whether this was really so is another matter, given that the Southern forces had had battle 

experience in Vietnam for a number of years.  

However, the situation turned Park’s thoughts to nuclear weapons and to missiles as insurance 

against a failure of American commitment. There are telling parallels here with the North's decision, 

some 40 years later, to turn to the same weapons to compensate for a weakness in conventional 

defence. Significantly, the CIA assessment makes no suggestion that North Korea in the 1970s was 

planning to develop nuclear weapons or to invest in rockets beyond the existing arsenal of the 

inelegantly-named FROGs, or free rocket over ground weapon system.["South Korea: Nuclear 

Developments and Strategic Decisionmaking," 1978]  

Sneider claims that the debacle in Vietnam, and the transfer of US troops out of Korea, was the 

trigger that led to Park Chung-hee’s decision to go nuclear, although he does cite a report that 

suggests the decision was taken in 1969 (i.e. after the Tet offensive): 

 
The impact of the Vietnam War was even more serious for the ROK. The North Korean escalation shook 

the leadership in Seoul, which wanted to bring back its forces from South Vietnam. Doubts about U.S. 

strength and commitment grew after newly elected U.S. president, Richard Nixon, proclaimed the so-

called Guam Doctrine in 1969, calling on America’s Asian allies to take more responsibility for their own 

defense. The abrupt decision to withdraw the 7th Infantry Division from Korea in 1971, despite strong 

opposition from President Park, was a turning point in undermining confidence in the U.S. security 

guarantee. The U.S. retreat from Vietnam in 1975, followed by newly elected President Jimmy Carter’s 

decision to withdraw the rest of U.S. ground forces from Korea only deepened that fear of 

abandonment. 

The South Korean government began a serious program to develop its own nuclear weapons, part of a 

broader effort to seek greater defense autonomy and capability. According to Park Chung-hee’s 

daughter, Park Geun-hye, in an interview with the Monthly Chosun, Park took the initial steps to go 

nuclear in response to the U.S. decision to pull out the 7th Division.["South Korea: Nuclear 

Developments and Strategic Decisionmaking," 1978] 

 



Then, as now, the United States did not want to lose control of the situation and Park was forced to 

shut down the nuclear programme, formally at least. Not surprisingly, various nuclear activities 

continued, out of sight of the Americans it was hoped. That was not entirely successful. In 

September 2004 it was revealed that uranium-enrichment experiments had been conducted, and 

that in 1982 there had been plutonium experiments.[J.-h. Choi, 2004; S.-a. Choi, 2004; J. Kang, 

Hayes, Li, Suzuki, & Tanter, 2005; Ryu, 2004b, 2004c] Again South Korea was forced to desist.  

However, South Korea was an unruly child, not a rebellious one like its northern neighbour and this 

was reflected in reports that appeared in 6 October 2004. The United States prefers usually to police 

nuclear proliferation, or preservation of nuclear monopoly, at arm’s length through the International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IEAE). The IEAE seldom, if ever, strays into dangerous displays of 

independence, whether on Korea or on Iran.[Jahn, 2013] Thus the then director-general of the IAEA,  

Mohamed ElBaradei, was quoted as saying: 

…that nuclear controversies involving North and South Korea could not be compared, calling the 

situations "very different."[B. Lee, 2004] 

As the heading in the JoongAng Ilbo put it, ‘Nuclear agency chief goes easy on Seoul’.  This was 

echoed in the Korea Times: ‘ElBaradei Discounts Seoul's Nuclear Lab Test’.[Ryu, 2004a]  

No such indulgence was extended to North Korea: ‘IAEA Chief Says World Getting Impatient with 

N.Korea’.["IAEA Chief Says World Getting Impatient with N.Korea," 2004] Despite such 

understanding of realpolitik ElBaradei was considered by the Bush administration a bit too 

independent and he was refused a second term as director general, following in the footsteps of 

another Egyptian, Boutros Boutros-Ghali who had similarly been considered to have overstepped the 

line.[Boutros-Ghali, 1999; Linzer, 2004]  

Seoul has also been unsuccessful in getting some control over the nuclear fuel cycle; no Rokkasho for 

South Korea. 1974 was also the year when the US imposed a ‘nuclear-cooperation agreement’ on 

South Korea 

 
Representatives from both countries have tried to answer that question since October 2010, when they 

started negotiating over the 1974 nuclear-cooperation agreement, which permits commercial nuclear 

trade between the two nations. Under the pact, South Korea is banned from reprocessing spent U.S. 

fuel and enriching uranium — technologies that could be used to make weapons. Now, nearly 40 

years after the agreement was signed, South Korea wants Washington to lift that ban. The U.S. refuses to 

do so. Washington and Seoul were supposed to come up with a new deal this spring before the original 

agreement expires in March 2014. They haven’t done so, but to prevent a hiatus in nuclear trade the two 

decided to extend the current agreement for two years and hold additional negotiations every three 

months until the new expiry date.[emphasis added] [Yoo, 2013] 

The right wing Chosun Ilbo has been particularly active in advocating revision of the treaty, although 

it is not alone in that. In mid-2012 it called revision a ‘top priority’ for the incoming president, 

whoever won the December elections.["Revising Nuke Agreement with U.S Is a Top Priority," 2012]  

The Koreans complain that US restrictions damage their competiveness in the international nuclear 

reactor market 



The more pressing motivation [for South Korea’s latest push for securing enrichment and reprocessing 

technologies] is commercial: nuclear energy is big business in South Korea, where 23 reactors supply 

about 40% of the country’s electricity. South Korea plans to generate almost 60% of its electricity from 

nuclear energy by 2030 and is also building reactors in the United Arab Emirates. As an emerging 

nuclear-energy leader, it has ambitions to export up to 80 reactors worth more than $400 billion in the 

next 20 years. To become a more competitive nuclear exporter like France and Russia, South Korea 

needs the ability to provide nuclear fuel to its customers abroad, goes the argument.[Yoo, 2013] 

This point is echoed by the Heritage Foundation.[Spencer, 2013] At first sight this might suggest that 

there are commercial reasons for the US to restrict South Korea’s competiveness. Nuclear reactors 

like most other technologies in which South Korea has been successful in global markets (weapons 

systems are an interesting and sensitive case) are based on US technologies. However the 

sympathetic airing the South Korean case gets in the US media indicates that direct competition is 

not the issue. A French study argues that Korea’s alliance with Westinghouse, the leading US 

manufacturer which has designed half the world’s reactors, is a key aspect of its export success, so 

this may be an issue, for the moment at least, of cooperation between the low-cost Korean builder 

and the American holder of the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) over the technology.[Berthélemy & 

Lévêque, 2011] To complicate matters, Westinghouse is now owned by Toshiba.[Kurtenbach, 2006] 

Getting the US to lift the restraints on South Korean reprocessing had been one of Park Geun-hye’s 

campaign pledges, but she came from her meeting with Barack Obama in Washington in May 2013 

with promises, but little more. Perhaps not even a promise. All she was able to claim was that 

President Obama: 

……."sympathized over the need to revise the bilateral nuclear energy treaty in a forward-looking and 

reciprocal manner. That is what he said."["Park Says Obama Is Willing to Revise Nuclear Treaty," 2013] 

 
Ironically because of the continuing prohibition there have been reports that South Korean spent 

fuel rods might be sent to Japan for reprocessing: 

The Japanese government is considering reprocessing spent nuclear fuel rods from Korea, Vietnam and 

other Asian countries, the Tokyo Shimbun reported Sunday. Japan is the only country in the world that 

has no nuclear weapons but the facilities to reprocess spent nuclear fuel rods capable of producing 

weapons-grade plutonium.["Japan Could Reprocess Nuclear Fuel from Korea," 2013] 

 

The upshot of all this is that although Japan has a huge stockpile of plutonium ready for nuclear 

weapons, and with Rokkasho a facility to produce on on-going stream, South Korea does not. The 

revision of the US-SK nuclear agreement in April 2015, after years of negotiation, produced no more 

than, in the words of the Korea Times, ‘wiggle room’ for South Korea.[Editorial, 2015; Gale & Kwaak, 

2015; "Unsatisfactory Korea-U.S. nuclear deal," 2015; Yi, 2015] 

Weapons capability 

 
Whereas there are a number of estimates of the size of Japan’s plutonium stockpile, its on-going 

ability to produce fissile materials, how many bombs that would be, and how long the whole process 

would take, there is little publically available on South Korea.  There is no shortage of generalised 



statements such as that from the US Joint Forces Command in their 2010 Joint Operations 

Environment strategy document saying that: 

Several friends or Allies of the United States, such as Japan and South Korea are highly advanced 

technological states and could quickly build nuclear devices if they chose to do so.["Joint Operating 

Environment (JOE) 2010," 2010] 

Lumping Japan and South Korea together like this suggests a lack of analysis which in turn might 

mean that the Pentagon, or at least the authors of this report, think the possibility of these ‘friends’ 

going nuclear is too low to warrant much attention. 

A 1995 report apparently from the Russian Federation Foreign Intelligence Service and posted on the 

Federation of American Scientists website suggests that the nuclear option is being kept open, but 

does not provide any details: 

[Republic of Korea] Does not have its own nuclear weapons.  

....... 

Until the mid-1970's, the Republic of Korea had a small program of an applied military character whose 

degree of advancement we do not know. In 1976, work on this program was suspended under U.S. 

pressure. South Korea made a choice in favor of the American "nuclear umbrella." However, even after 

that some of the country's political and military leaders did not reject the wisdom of having their own 

nuclear arsenal.["The Nuclear Potential of  Individual Countries -South Korea," 1995] 

The Washington –based Nuclear Threat Initiative thinktank page on South Korea makes the 

assessment that the country has ‘ latent technical capacity to produce nuclear weapons’, but does 

not go into specifics.["South Korea," 2013] It cites a 2004 study by Daniel Pinkston who is similarly 

vague: 

 

South Korea's [post 1976] plutonium extraction and uranium enrichment experiments were not part of a 

robust program to develop nuclear weapons, but they provided data and experience that could be 

applied to a bomb program or to a peaceful nuclear fuel cycle that could later be part of a "virtual bomb 

program" under certain contingencies…….. 

There are several legal and political constraints preventing Seoul and Tokyo from going nuclear--but no 

real technical obstacles.  South Korea could probably live with a limited and ambiguous North Korean 

nuclear capability, but no South Korean president could resist the nuclear option if Seoul believes Tokyo 

is moving forward with its own nuclear weapons program to match Pyongyang's. [Pinkston, 2004] 

 

The Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms Control, a Washington-based, US government funded 

‘private, non-profit, non-partisan organization’ does not have a page on South Korea  (nor on Japan) 

which presumably means no more than that South Korea, unlike North Korea, is not considered a 

threat to the US, rather than any real assessment of nuclear weapons capability.["Wisconsin Project 

on Nuclear Arms Control," 2013] 

 
One way that South Korea might develop nuclear weapons is by invading the North, and acquiring its 

nuclear arsenal and expertise: 

If the two Koreas unify while North Korea still holds nuclear weapons and the new state opts to keep a 

nuclear arsenal, Japan may face a different calculation. Indeed, some Japanese analysts have claimed 

that a nuclear-armed reunified Korea would be more of a threat than a nuclear-armed North 

Korea.[Chanlett-Avery & Nikitin, 2009]  



 
This, perhaps, is one reason that the US has plans to seize North Korea’s nuclear assets in the event 

of war – to keep them out of the hands of South Korea.[Freedberg Jr., 2013; Ingersoll, 2013; Kotani, 

2010] 

South Korean calls for nuclear weapons 

As mentioned, the media often gave equal billing to South Korean calls for nuclear weapons as it did 

to Japan’s.  It was natural that as North Korea responded to US reluctance to negotiate seriously by 

an incremental nuclear testing programme calls in the South for nuclear weapons would become 

stronger. This was supplemented in some quarters by demands that the US return to stationing 

tactical nuclear weapons in South Korea.[Rogin, 2012] These had, in theory, been withdrawn in 1991 

but there have been reports that some were still there in 1998.[Staines, 2004]In reality, the US does 

not want to bring tactical nuclear weapons back to South Korea for military reasons as well as the 

political repercussions of that on regional politics, especially the relationship with China, and so is 

unlikely to agree to it.[T.-h. Lee, 2011; Jeffrey  Lewis, 2010] 

Articles calling for the acquisition of nuclear weapons are a continuing, if fluctuating, feature of the 

South Korean media.[K.-h. Chung, 2013; Fackler & Choe, 2013; Herman, 2013; D.-j. Kim, 2012; Oh, 

2016] It was reported in 2013 that polls suggested that up to two-thirds of the population supported 

nuclearisation.["2/3 of S.Koreans Support Nuclear Armament," 2013; Demick, 2013] The polls appear 

to have been conducted mainly by the American polling company Gallup, and by a research 

company on behalf of the Asan Institute for Policy Studies, a leading South Korean thinktank whose 

honorary chairman is Chung Mong-joon. ["Asan Institute for Policy Studies," 2013] Interestingly, the 

poll for Asan was conducted 13-15 February, immediately after the North Korean nuclear test on 12 

February. 2013 Whether this was coincidence or by plan is unknown. However the pollsters noted 

that the figure for those supporting nuclearisation, 66.5% ‘was virtually unchanged from when the 

question was asked in September 2012’.[J. Kim, Friedhoff, & Kang, 2013] This lack of reaction to the 

test is surprising and suggests that other forces are at work in moulding public opinion. It may be 

significant that Asan does not appear to have conducted a poll on the issue since.["Public Opinion 

Studies Program," 2016] 

 
One of those forces is Chung Mong-joon himself. Chung, the sixth son of the founder of the Hyundai 

chaebol, Chung Ju-yung, is the largest shareholder in Hyundai Heavy Industries, making him despite 

the slump in shipbuilding, the company’s core activity, the 9th richest person in South Korea.["Chung 

Mong-Joon," 2013] He is also noted as a sportsman, and a politician, being a member of the National 

Assembly and a former presidential candidate. A firm supporter of the alliance with the US, he is 

probably South Korea’s leading advocate for nuclearisation.["South Korea should get nuclear 

weapons: Rep. Chung," 2012] Despite, or perhaps because of this public stance, he was invited to 

give one of the keynote addresses to the 2013 Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference in 

Washington 8-9 April 2013.[Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference 2013] He argued for US 

retention of operational control (OPCON), the re-stationing of tactical nuclear weapons, the 

cancellation of plans to move US troops south of the Han River, and nuclearisation: 

 
We need to put all the options on the table. ………  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chung_Ju-yung


Fourth, some even say that the only way to (serve ?) the North Korean nuclear (program ?)  is for South 

Korea to follow the India-Pakistan example or the case of Israel.  Facing an extraordinary threat to 

national security, South Korea may exercise the right to withdraw from the Nuclear Nonproliferation 

Treaty as stipulated in Article 10 of the treaty.  South Korea would then match North Korea’s nuclear 

progress step by step, while committing to stop if North Korea stops. [M.-j. Chung, 2013] 

 

How serious is all this?  Not very.  As Peter Hayes has pointed out, there is a contradiction between 
his position on OPCON and his desire for a domestic nuclear weapon. Chung, writes Hayes, seems 
 

……….apparently unaware of the complications that would result from American command of Korean 

troops armed with indigenous nuclear weapons—a nightmare that no American president could 

countenance.[Hayes, 2012] 

 

US reaction to nuclearisation 

Some Americans have been advocating allowing, even promoting, the acquisition of nuclear 

weapons by South Korea, and by Japan.[Farrell & Green, 2010; Frum, 2006] However, given the 

overwhelming superiority of the United States in nuclear weapons vis-à-vis China (the US has some 

2,700 operational warheads against China’s 180 [The Military Balance 2011, 2011] a South Korean 

nuclear force would offer the Americans little advantage, and loss of control.  Japanese nuclear 

weapons would be a far more formidable threat to China, but that would mean an even great loss of 

US control over the situation, and ultimately perhaps a challenge.  

So this loss of control is a nightmare that no American president would countenance and in the case 

of South Korea at least, it is clear that the US is able, and willing, to block any moves towards 

nuclearisation, in 1974 or 2013. American and other foreigner commentators have tended to be 

dismissive. Hayes described it as ‘a dumb, stupid idea’.[Demick, 2013] 

Bruce Klingner, former deputy chief for Korea in the CIA's Directorate of Intelligence under President Bill 

Clinton, says a nuclear South is a "non-starter."[Dorell, 2013] 

Gary Samore, Executive Director for Research of the Belfer Center at Harvard and former White 

House Coordinator for Arms Control and the Weapons of Mass Destruction was quoted as saying 

that ‘South Korea doesn’t need nuclear weapons’.[Yonhap, 2016f]  Robert Galluci, US negotiator of 

the Agreed Framework was also reported as opposing nuclearisation. 

The most authoritative dismissal came from Sung Kim, US ambassador to Seoul who described both 

the re-introduction of US tactical nuclear weapons and South Korean nuclearisation as a ‘big 

mistake’, a diplomatic way of saying ‘from our point of view it’s a dumb, stupid idea. So the answer 

is no’.["Gary Saymore (sic) says South Korea doesn’t need nuclear weapons ", 2013] 

But Donald Trump, in his election campaign at least, has not been adverse to ‘dumb, stupid ideas’ 

including this one, as Yonhap reported: ‘The entrepreneur-turned-politician said that he is not 

adverse to South Korea and Japan developing their own nuclear deterrence to check Pyongyang's 

provocations’.[Yonhap, 2016f] 

The idea was derisively attacked from most quarters.[Feffer, 2016; Fifield, 2016; Manning, 2016; 

Nakamura, 2016] Yonhap did manage to dig up one ‘expert’ who supported the idea but this was 

decidedly a minority opinion.[Yonhap, 2016c] Nevertheless, the question remains that if Trump were 

to become president would this become US government policy? One can never be sure but it seems 



unlikely. Candidates and presidents are very different animals as the transmogrification of Barack 

Obama, to the consternation of many of his erstwhile supporters, demonstrates.[Edwards III, 2016]  

South Korea’s missiles 
Nuclear weapons are of no use unless there are delivery systems, which in the case of most 

countries apart from the US, and perhaps Russia, means missiles. Here the differences with Japan 

are marked. 

Firstly, South Korea has land-based missiles, both ballistic and cruise. The United States imposes a 

limit on the range and payload of ballistic missiles that South Korea can deploy currently utilising the 

Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR). 

White Bear and Black Weapon 

Under a 1979 agreement with the US South Korea was restricted to ballistic missiles with a range of 

180kms.[Van Diepen (Interviewee), Davenport, Horner, & Kimball, 2012] Just as Park Chung-hee had 

sought surreptitiously to develop nuclear weapons so also he had a missile development 

programme. In both cases the Americans found out. He was forced to abandon the nuclear 

programme, formally at least, and to accept restrictions on missiles. 

In December 1971, South Korean President Park Chung-hee issued a directive to reverse-engineer the 

U.S. Nike Hercules air defense missile, a system that can also be used as a surface-to-surface system. 

Following several failures, South Korea's first successful test of its own version, the Baekgom (백곰) 

[White Bear] system, was conducted in September 1978.["South Korea," 2013] 

Park’s missile programme caused waves in Pyongyang and Washington. 

Available evidence strongly suggests that the DPRK initiated a multifaceted ballistic missile program in 

1975. One of the primary factors precipitating this move was the establishment of a Republic of Korea 

(ROK) program to develop a short-range ballistic missile—the Paekkom (“White Bear”).  The ROK 

program was itself a response to the threat posed by the DPRK’s FROG-5 capability—P’yongyang could 

strike Seoul but the ROK had no missile system capable of reaching P’yongyang.[Bermudez Jr., 1999] 

The reciprocity argument is a bit disingenuous.  The FROG was really an artillery rocket system with 

quite a limited range and accuracy. However, the DMZ is far closer to Seoul than it is to Pyongyang, 

which gives the North a great military advantage. 

It is uncertain what the range of White Bear was, but it was sufficient to cause the United States 

concern that it might unnecessarily antagonise China, and Japan: 

 

Paekkom, however, never entered production due to political pressure from the United States, which 

feared it would lead to an escalation of tension and an arms race in the region.[Bermudez Jr., 1999]  

 

The result was the 1979 agreement limiting South Korean ballistic missiles to a range of 180km with 

a 500kg payload.["South Korea," 2013] 180 km would get a South Korean missile comfortably to 

Pyongyang, but no further. It could reach neither China nor Japan.  The South Koreans were 

obviously not content with this and countered in two ways. One was to pressure the Americans for 



more.  In March 2001 South Korea was admitted to the MTCR which increased the range for 

imported missiles to 300km. How much this was due to pressure from Seoul and how much was a 

decision of the incoming administration of George W Bush, with a hardened policy towards North 

Korea is unclear. The immediate upshot was that South Korea could purchase more advanced 

missiles: 

In January 2002, South Korea announced procurement of the 300km-range Army Tactical 
Missile System (ATACMS) from the United States, purchasing 110 ATACMS by 2004.["South 
Korea," 2013] 

 

300km would get a South Korean missile just to the edge of China, at Dandong, and it would also 

bring Fukuoka and Hiroshima within range.  

The other route was indigenous development.  The White Bear programme was closed down in 

1982, restarted in 1983 and then transmogrified into the Hyunmoo (Black Weapon) programme.  

Hyunmoo is variously transliterated as Hyonmu or Hyunmu and also translated as Black Warrior. 

According to Bermudez: 

Development of the Hyonmu began in 1984, its test-launch phase was successfully completed in 
1987, and the system was deployed shortly afterwards. When the United States became aware of 
the Hyonmu, it applied considerable pressure on the ROK to limit both the range of the system 
and the number produced. The United States feared that a long-range missile, built in large 
numbers, would be perceived as a threat to the PRC.  The ROK bowed to US pressure and 
limited the range of the Hyonmu to 180 km (instead of 250 km).[Bermudez Jr., 1999] 

 

China aside, North Korea felt threatened by the Hyunmoo which it saw as part of the secret nuclear 
weapons programme: 
 

They have pushed forward the development of nuclear weapons in secrecy while taking an active part in 

the U.S. moves for a nuclear war. 

The Park Chung Hee military dictatorial regime, in particular, laid out a nuclear weapons development 

plan and mulled processing nuclear fuel in 1969. It formed a nuclear and missile development team in 

1974 and arranged nuclear fuel development area in 1976. 

In September 1978, it test-fired ground to ground missile Paekgom capable of mounting nuclear 

warheads developed by the defense scientific research institute. 

In November 1985, it completed the construction of a facility for extracting plutonium and put it into full 

operation from 1987. 

South Korea directed efforts into the development of nuclear weapons delivery means as evidenced by 

the development of 256km range ground to ground missile Hyonmu capable of carrying out nuclear 

warheads and their deployment for an actual war in 1987.["National Peace Committee of Korea's 

Memorandum Discloses U.S. History of Nuclear Threats to DPRK," 2013] 

 

The bilateral constraints the Americans imposed on the Hyunmoo became redundant with accession 

to the MTCR in 2001.  However, more important than the range of initial models was the fact that it 

was an on-going, indigenous development programme.  Being domestically produced rather than 

imported it was not subject to the MTCR, although that appears to have been used as a benchmark, 

at least for what became the Hyunmoo-2. But the Hyunmoo-2 led to the Hyunmoo-3, a cruise 

missile. A report in 2012 about plans to produce 500-600 more missiles stated: 



The military will boost the number of new Hyunmu-3 series cruise missiles, which have a range of 

between 500 and 1500 km and the Hyunmu-2 ballistic missiles, which have a 300 km range.["S.Korea to 

Build 500-600 More Missiles," 2012] 

South Korean spokespeople often state that the extended range of the Hyunmoo-3 would enable 

them to cover all of North Korea: 

We have independently developed accurate cruise missiles that can reach the whole area of North 

Korea, and they have been deployed.” 

The cruise missile is an improved version of the Hyunmoo-3C, which is capable of striking a target up to 

1,500 kilometers away, according to Yonhap News.[S.-w. Kang, 2013]  

 

However, no part of North Korea is more than about 500 km from South Korean territory and a 1500 

km cruise missile would put all of the main islands of Japan within range, and China as far west as 

Wuhan. Other reports mentioned a sea-based version, to be fired from both submarines and surface 

ships, called the Cheonryong.[Jung, 2011] The 1,500km version of this could, in theory, strike any 

target 1,500 km or less from international waters which would cover the most populated part of 

China as well as most major cities around the world, including Moscow and Washington. Under 

development is also an air-lunched version. [Eshel, 2012]All rather excessive for a purported threat 

from North Korea. Even though the domestically-developed missiles were not subject to the MTCR, 

the American still imposed some control; one report claimed that: 

‘South Korea is also authorized to deploy cruise missiles of unlimited range provided they are restricted 

to a payload not to exceed 500 kilograms.[Dudley, 2012] 

Surprisingly, given the restraints of the past – the 180km limit followed by the MTCR-consistent 

300km, not merely did the US not complain about the range of the Hyumoo-3, but in October 2012  

it agreed to extend the range of South Korea’s ballistic missiles to between 800km (with a 500kg 

payload) to 1,000km with a lighter one.["South Korea," 2013] The US also allowed South Korea to 

extend the range and payload of its UAVs.[Dudley, 2012] 

The ballistic missile agreement, for some reason, did attract comment and criticism which cruise 

missile agreements had not provoked. Greg Thielmann, writing on the Arms Control Association 

website, commented: 

Even without Seoul advancing nuclear-tipped ballistic missiles as an end-goal, the near tripling of South 

Korea’s indigenous ballistic missile range/payload capability will spawn concerns in the region about its 

latent nuclear weapons delivery vehicle capabilities. An 800 km range arc from the borders of South 

Korea includes the northeastern coast of China down to Shanghai  and the principal ports of Russia’s Far 

East (Vladivostok and Nakhodka), as well as nearly half of Japan.[Thielmann, 2012] 

Chinese and Japanese concerns about the range were reported.["Chinese, Japanese Press Wary of 
S.Korean Missiles," 2012] The Washington Post made a reference to ‘a sliver of China’ being covered; 
since the distance from Seoul to Shenyang is 560km and that from Pusan to Shanghai is just 660km 
that is a considerable sliver.  The article did not mention Japan.[Harlan, 2012] The New York Times 
did, but saying the 800km range was  
 
………enough to reach any target in North Korea but not enough to be considered a threat to China or 

Japan.[Choe, 2012] 



 
This may be a sanguine take on perceptions. For instance, a 2013 poll in Japan showed that while 
people were more concerned about China, North Korea, and the Middle East (the US was not 
mentioned) there was a certain fear about South Korea: 
 

Almost four out of 10 Japanese people feel South Korea poses a military threat to their country, 

according to a Gallup poll for the Yomiuri Shimbun.["37% of Japanese Fear Military Threat from S.Korea 

", 2013] 
 
The Financial Times did mention some of the implications of the increased range: 
 

The amendment will also give Seoul the means to target Russia, China and Japan – a possible source of 

discontent at a time when relations in the region are inflamed by disputes over contested island groups. 

………. 

The move comes as the US seeks to strengthen its influence in Asia in response to China’s military build-

up. Washington views South Korea and Japan as its key allies in the region. Last month, Tokyo and 

Washington agreed to install a second missile defence system on Japanese territory. Leon Panetta, US 

defence secretary, said the US had assured Beijing that the radar was intended to protect against 

missiles launched by North Korea.[Mundy & Nakamoto, 2012] 

 
A missile defense installation would of course not merely protect Japan from a missile fired from 
North Korea (or China, the real concern) but also one from South Korea. It would not be the first 
time in history that an arms dealer has sold weapons to both sides. 
 
It is probably unnecessary to read such deviousness into American behaviour in this instance. It 
seems more likely that it was responding to increasing demands from Lee Myung-bak. As Daniel 
Pinkston of the International Crisis Group suggested: 
 

……… the decision was driven by nationalist members of the outgoing government keen to “lock in” an 

assertive security posture, before handing over to a more moderate administration.[Mundy & 

Nakamoto, 2012] 
 
This was consistent with Donald Gregg’s observation about Lee Myung-bak pushing for additional 
sanctions after North Korea’s satellite launch in order to ‘bequeath a tense situation to his 
successor.[Gregg, 2013] In fact, Lee’s successor Park Geun-hye did not need his inheritance to 
produce tense situation; she has, according to the Korea Times in 2016 ‘dragged down inter-Korean 
relations to their lowest point and left the nation at its most insecure in decades.[S.-j. Choi, 2016] 

 
The liberal Hankyoreh had no problem with the extension of range, but did worry that the unstated 
quid-pro-quo would be to lock South Korea further into US missile defense: 
 

The context of the negotiations, however, is quite worrisome. It is impossible to overlook the possibility 

that South Korea achieved this extension in range as a condition of participation in the missile defense 

program that the US is spearheading. If that is the case, it is clear that South Korea’s gains were far 

outweighed by the losses. ….  

Considering that it would put South Korea at the front lines of any missile hostilities between the US and 

China or Russia, and therefore impede the ultimate goal of peaceful reunification on the peninsula, one 

would be hard-pressed to find a more dangerous course of action.[Editorial, 2012b] 

Missile defense, in the form of the THAAD system was to become a major issue in 2016, arousing 

great concern in South Korea and strong criticism from China and Russia.[Byrne, 2015; "Chinese 

Envoy Warns THAAD Deployment Would 'Destroy' Ties," 2016; Heinrichs, 2016; J.-h. Lee, 2016] 



The Chosun Ilbo was not satisfied with the negotiations, noting that US constraints may have been 
relaxed, but ultimately the control was still there: 
 

Seoul said the maximum range of its missiles needs to be at least 1,000 km to destroy strategic targets 

across North Korea in an emergency, but the range was extended to only 800 km due to fierce 

resistance from Washington. South Korean officials were unable to even raise the issue of increasing the 

payload until the latter half of the negotiations.  

Also, Seoul will continue to be prohibited from developing civilian solid-fuel rockets due to U.S. concerns 

that the technology may be diverted to produce an intercontinental ballistic missile.["A Poor Result from 

Missile Negotiations," 2012] 
 
Does the US really fear that South Korea would develop an ICBM?  It would appear so from the 
history of South Korea’s attempts to build a space launch vehicle with which to put a satellite into 
orbit.  
 
This should not be a surprise. After all British Prime Minister Palmerston pointed out that countries 
do not have permanent friends or permanent enemies, merely permanent interests. Who can tell 
what tomorrow will bring? At one stage, after the CIA had engineered the fall of Iranian Prime 
Minister Mohammad Mosaddegh, Iran was America’s principal ally in the Middle East, even perhaps 
ahead of Israel. During the Second World War we had, on one side of the fence, a line up which 
included Franklin D Roosevelt, Winston Churchill, Joseph Stalin, Chiang Kai-shek, Mao Zedong, Ho 
Chi-minh, and Kim Il Sung. And on the other, amongst others, the Showa emperor of Japan and 
officials such as Kishi Nobusuke, Abe Shinzo’s grandfather, and Park Chung-hee, Park Geun-hye’s 
father. Nothing permanent in those line ups. 
 
The United States seeks to protect its dominance in high-tech weaponry hence its enthusiasm for 
non-proliferation in various forms. Non-proliferation, in theory and to a large degree in practice, 
covers friends as well as enemies, subordinate states as well as independent, adversarial states. 
There are, of course, exceptions produced by history of special circumstance. Britain has its Trident 
(on lease from the US) and India had its nuclear deal with George W Bush.[Daryl G.  Kimball & 
Cirincione, 2006] Clear violations of the principles of non-proliferation but the US considered them 
necessary and that was that. The tears in the fabric were sewn up and because of US domination of 
the media scarcely, if at all, noticed. 
 
The United States is also anxious to retain control. It is not merely the faint possibility that South 
Korea might develop an ICBM that it could use to keep the US at bay, there is always the danger that 
weapons in the hands of subordinated could be used in authorised ways that might embroil the US 
in a war not of its immediate choosing. 
 
Two good reasons, then, for the US to want to block South Korea’s dream of building a space launch 
vehicle. 

South Korea’s Space Launch Vehicle- reaching for the stars? 
When South Korea successful launched a satellite on 30 January 2013 the exultation mirrored that in 

the North a month earlier. 



Fig 3 Rejoicing over triumph – South Korea’s first satellite launch 

  

Source: "Korea Launches Space Rocket." Chosun Ilbo, 31 January 2013 

 

According to the headlines it was a very much South Korean triumph 

 Korea Times: Naro launch is blazing success![M.-h. Cho, 2013] 

 Wall Street Journal: South Korea Launches Satellite-Carrying Rocket[Ramstad, 2013] 

 New York Times: On 3rd Try, South Korea Launches Satellite Into Orbit [Choe, 2013] 

 Chosun Ilbo: Korea Launches Space Rocket ["Korea Launches Space Rocket," 2013] 

Needless to say, unlike reports of the North Korean satellite launch, there was no mention of the 

word ‘missile’. Some headlines did make reference to the North either coyly, as with the Guardian, 

or more brutally (Washington Post). 

 South Korea launches rocket carrying satellite in battle for space supremacy [McCurry, 2013] 

 Washington Post: South Korea launches satellite into space weeks after archrival North 

Korea accomplished feat [Associated Press, 2013b] 

What was not apparent from a casual glance at the media coverage that this was not really a South 

Korean rocket at all; to be precise it was a two-stage rocket with the crucial first stage provided by 

Russia. Some articles made no mention of the Russian involvement. ["Naro space rocket makes 

successfully makes contact with Norwegian station ", 2013] Most, however, tended to bury the 

information in the body of the article, often putting a gentle gloss on things: 

…..South Korea developed the 140-ton Naro rocket with assistance from Russia's space agency, which 

built the vehicle's first stage.[Ramstad, 2013] 

The previous week the South Korean press had carried articles on the recovery of debris from the 

North Korean launch in December which indicated that the rocket had been mainly made in North 

Korea.[K.-w. Kim, 2013b; "N.Korea Built Rocket 'Mostly on Its Own' ", 2013] There was, of course, the 

legacy of rockets supplied in the past by the Soviet Union and by China, but the contrast with the 

Naro space launch vehicle was marked.  On the day after the launch 31 January, articles began 

appearing agonising over this affront to national pride. The charge was often led by the right-wing, 



but nationalistic, Chosun Ilbo. ‘How Korean Is Korea's Space Program? it asked’. ["How Korean Is 

Korea's Space Program?," 2013] 

 

Fig 4 How Korean is Korea’s space program? 

 

Source: "How Korean Is Korea's Space Program?". Chosun Ilbo, 31 January 2013 

South Korea has a highly developed economy whose size is much larger than of the North – some 40 

times according to one estimate.[T.-h. Kim, 2012] It has, in theory, access to the best of the world’s 

technology and is not impeded by the sanctions and restrictions that so afflict the North. Yet despite 

these advantages not merely did the North beat it in the race to launch a satellite, but did it on a 

home-produced rocket, rather than piggy-back on a foreign first stage. What impeded South Korea’s 

attempt to build a space launch vehicle? 

 

Satellites and SLVs 

It is useful to differentiate between satellites and space launch vehicles, or carrier rockets. Satellites 

have various uses – communications, surveillance (‘spy satellites’), scientific research – but these are 

a separate issue from the rocket that puts them into orbit. Many countries have satellites in space, 

but only a handful have put them there themselves. The European Space Agency was reported in 

2013 as having calculated that 6,600 had been launched, 3600 were still in orbit but only 1,000 were 

still operational.[Associated Press, 201] According to Wikipedia, ‘Artificial satellites originate from 

more than 50 countries and have used the satellite launching capabilities of ten nations’.["Satellite," 

2013] Launching another country’s satellites is primarily a commercial undertaking though no doubt 

political and military considerations take precedence when necessary. It would be unlikely for a 

country to launch surveillance satellites for a hostile neighbor. Russia has orbited surveillance 

satellites for South Korea which suggest that it has no security concerns in that respect.[T.-g. Kim, 

2006] 

France launched South Korea’s first satellite in 1992. Since then South Korea has apparently shopped 

around and had satellites launched also by the US, Russia, India, a private consortium using a 

Ukrainian carrier rocket launched from a floating launch pad at Christmas Island in the Pacific, close 



on the equator (Table 3). The spread suggests that commercial and technical considerations have 

been paramount although in recent years Russia has been the dominant launcher. 

 

Table 3: South Korea’s satellites 

Year Date Launch country Satellite 

1992 10 August France Oscar 23  

1993 26 September France Kitsat-2 

1995 5 August US Mugunghwa 1* 

1996 14 January US Koreasat 2 

1999 26 May India Kitsat-3 

1999 4 September France Koreasat 3 (Mugunghwa 3) 

1999 21 December US Kompsat  (Arirang) 

2003 26 September Russia Science and Technology Satellite STSat 1 

2006 28 July Russia Kompsat 2 (Arirang-2) 

2006 22 August Sea Launch** Koreasat 5 

2009 25 August SK/Russia STsat-2A (failed) 

2010 10 June SK/Russia STsat-2B (failed) 

2010 26 June France Coms 1 (Cheollian) 

2010 29 December France Koreasat 6 

2012 17 May Japan KOMPSAT-3 (Arirang-3) 

2013 30 January SK/Russia STsat-2C 

2013 22 August Russia KOMPSAT 5 

2013 21 November Russia STsat-3 

2013 21 November Russia Cinema 3 

2015 26 March Russia KOMPSAT 3A 
* Partial failure 

** Sea Launch is an international non-governmental spacecraft launch service that uses a mobile maritime platform for 

equatorial launches of commercial payloads on specialized Zenit 3SL rockets. 

Source (to 2010): "Korea South ".  http://www.astronautix.com/country/korsouth.htm#more. 

STsat  Encyclopædia Britannica; N2YO.com http://www.n2yo.com/satellites/?c=SKOR&srt=12&dir=1&t=country 

 

Developing a space launch vehicle is quite another matter because of the military implications, as 

well as the considerable costs involved. As mentioned earlier, it makes sense for a major economy to 

take that track on economic and scientific grounds alone, leaving aside the military aspects. That 

gives reason for Japan but the case for South Korea is much weaker. The economic grounds for 

North Korea are very slender indeed, but the political and military circumstances add quite another 

dimension. North Korea is threatened by a distant great power and an ICBM affords a plausible 

deterrent. South Korea may feel threatened by North Korea, it might conceivably want a potential 

independent defence against China or Japan, but an ICBM would be of no use against these 

adversaries.  An ICBM cannot be used against local targets. Although Russia is quite close, and has a 

land border with North Korea, the heartland is much further away, so an ICBM would make sense. 

That leaves the United States. 

 

Space launch vehicles, by their nature, can potentially be converted to ICMBs and indeed the MTCR 

does recognise that and lumps them together with ballistic missiles and other military applications. 

There is no special treatment for SLVs, or presumption of benign purpose. Deputy Assistant 

http://www.astronautix.com/country/korsouth.htm#more


Secretary Of State Vann Van Diepen, who appears to have been the chief US official involved with 

the MTCR said in an interview in 2012: 

 

Van Diepen: The general approach the MTCR has is to restrict systems based on their inherent capability. 

So if a system is capable of delivering a payload of at least 500 kilograms to a range of at least 300 

kilometers, it’s inherently capable of delivering WMD and therefore is subject to the greatest restraint. It 

doesn’t matter what you call it, whether it’s a ballistic missile or space-launch vehicle, whether it’s a UAV 

or a cruise missile; if it’s got that level of capability, it’s inherently capable of delivering WMD and should 

be treated accordingly.[Van Diepen (Interviewee) et al., 2012] 

The process can move the other way. The Dnepr is a Russian space launch vehicle converted from an 
ICBM but the first time it was used for a South Korean satellite the launch appears to have 
failed.["Dnepr-1," 2013] However, South Korea’s most recent satellite, the Kompsat 3A, was 
launched by a Dnepr on 26 March 2015.[S. Clark, 2015] 
 

South Korea’s attempt to build a space launch vehicle 

As with the nuclear weapons programme of the 1970s, the South Korean drive to build a space 
launch vehicle (SLV) was a search for autonomy from the US, and was similarly denied. However, 
whilst South Korea was allowed to develop an indigenous nuclear energy industry, with various 
restrictions, this did not happen with the space programme, and South Korea turned to America’s 
great competitor, and the world’s space pioneer, Russia. There are deep contradictions in South 
Korea’s search for space launch capacity, but a constant theme has been competition with the 
North.  It appears that it was the North’s attempted satellite launch in 1998 that turned a desire into 
a necessity: 
 

In December 1997 KARI [Korea Aerospace Research Institute] was allowed (sic) to proceed with 

development of liquid oxygen/kerosene rocket motor for an orbital launcher, but this was abandoned 

when the South Korean government decided it wanted to be among the top ten spacefaring nations by 

2015.["Korea South ", 2013] 

 

It is not clear who did the allowing – the South Korean government? The US government? – but it 

seems that the North Korean launch which, if not the complete success that Pyongyang claimed was 

a major achievement, precipitated a decision.  Indigenous development was not fast enough, so 

foreign help was needed: 

Seoul started to pursue the rocket development program on its own in the early 1990s but turned to 

Russia for help in 1998 when Pyongyang launched a missile that flew over Japan and landed in the 

Pacific.["How Korean Is Korea's Space Program?," 2013] 
 
In retrospect, this might not have been a wise move. In December 2012 despite the foreign help that 
the South had received, North Korea won that stage of the race and the South was still dependent 
on foreign technology: 
 
The South Korean government was only anxious to flaunt the rocket program to counter the North's 

missile development, and ended up turning to Russia and depending on foreign technology.["How 

S.Korea Dropped the Ball in Space Development," 2012] 

 



The North’s success, both in launching earlier and with a basically indigenous system, was clearly 
galling. The Chosun Ilbo, in particular, made a number of references to the South being 8-10 years 
behind the North in terms of rocket technology: 
 

South Korea is suffering some embarrassment after repeatedly failing to put a satellite into orbit with 

homegrown rocket technology while North Korea succeeded. Some are detecting echoes of the Sputnik 

crisis in 1957, when the U.S. found itself bested by the Soviet Union's launch of the world's first satellite.  

Seoul now lags behind Pyongyang in terms of rocket technology by at least six years, experts estimate. 

……. 

Seoul's two attempts to launch it in 2009 and 2010 flopped, and the third attempt this year has been 

postponed as a problem was found in the South Korean-built second-stage rocket. A string of mishaps 

have all been due to glitches in electrical parts that are taken care of by the South Korean side, said Prof. 

Chang Young-keun at Korea Aerospace University. "The North far exceeds us in rocket technology," he 

added.["N.Korea Beats South in Space Race ", 2012] 

 

The Korea Times tried to console itself by claiming that South Korea had ‘played by the rules’ while 

North Korea had not, and praise from the United States was both evidence of that and 

compensation for being behind the North : 

The major contrast is that the South followed international norms that safeguard against weapons 

development and proliferation, measures that the North has defied. Multistage rocket technology can 

be used for intercontinental missiles. “You know our view that there is no basis for comparing the 

behavior of the ROK in space with the behavior of the DPRK,” State Department spokeswoman Victoria 

Nuland said at a press briefing, using the acronyms for the South and North, respectively.[Y.-j. Kim, 2013] 

The Associated Press similarly reported America’s disingenuous comparison: 
 

Washington says Seoul's rocket launch Wednesday had no military intent while Pyongyang's in 

December was a test of banned ballistic missile technology.[Associated Press, 2013a] 

 
The reality was richly ironic, and at variance with the State Department’s sanctimonious humbug. 
Both satellites were launched by ballistic rockets. The North’s was ‘banned’, not because it infringed 
some sacrosanct moral principle that applied to all countries, but because it threatened to put a 
dent in America’s nuclear superiority. South Korea posed no such threat because the launcher that 
put its satellite into orbit was basically not Korean. And that situation came about precisely because 
the Americans presumed that the South Koreans did have military intent.  
 
Again it was the Chosun Ilbo that cut to the chase when, after the North’s launch in December it 
pointed out that even a successful launch of the Naro would not redress the balance between the 
two Koreas : 
 

The South failed twice to launch its own rocket, the Naro, and the third attempt has been postponed 

several times. Even if the South succeeds in launching the Naro next year, the technological gap will not 

narrow because Seoul has not yet mastered the technology for the first-stage booster and relies on 

Russia to supply crucial components.  

Out of 150,000 parts that go into the Naro, 120,000 are Russian-made and only around 30,000 

homegrown.["How S.Korea Dropped the Ball in Space Development," 2012] 

 
Moreover, it was not merely a matter of the proportion of parts: 
 

Korea built its own space launch facility and observation center, and managed the entire process of 

launching a rocket, but at the core of space development is the ability to build a liquid-fueled, first-stage 

booster.["How Korean Is Korea's Space Program?," 2013] 

 



Even that might had been putting a favourable gloss on things. According to a Russian website, the 
Russians had a more important role than this. The agreement stipulated that: 
 

The Russian side would also supply documentation for the servicing of the system and conduct technical 

supervision of the launch complex construction in South Korea.  Russian KBTM design bureau took 

responsibility for the development of the launch facility. However ground support hardware for both the 

processing and launch complex would be manufactured at South Korea based on Russian 

blueprints.[Zak & Chambers, 2013] 

American concerns, American control 

There is a continuum founded on a commonality inherent in rocketry, ranging from short range 
ones, such as the Nike Hercules on which the South Koreans first cut their teeth through to long 
range ones, such as ICBMs and SLVs.  There is no cut-off point clearly demarcating one from the 
other. A short range, low payload rocket can be improved and developed to carry a larger payload 
over a longer distance. SLVs can be converted into ICBMs. In order to retain control over South 
Korea the US put limits on the range, and payload, of the missiles it was allowed to import, and to 
develop. A SLV represented a leapfrog over those restrictions. No doubt the South Koreans made the 
same arguments to the Americans in private as the North Koreans have in public – that a space 
launch vehicle is not a missile. The Americans were not concerned with what it is, but what it could 
be and having scant respect for the niceties of international laws and norms regarding sovereignty 
they saw their interests predominating. 
 
The Chosun Ilbo draws the connections between restrictions on missiles and on development of a 
SLV, and also captures the supervision the Americans were able to enforce in respect of South 
Korea’s satellite launch programme: 
 

The main stumbling block to South Korea's rocket development has been U.S. restrictions on the 

maximum range of the South's missiles. The restrictions, agreed decades ago and revised recently, have 

hindered the South in developing not only long-range missiles but space rockets. Even during the 

development of the Naro, U.S. officials visited the space center here several times to inspect whether any 

missile components were used to produce the second stage of the rocket.  

In retrospect, South Korea has missed significant chances several times to leap forward in rocket 

development. It succeeded in developing its own surface-to-air missile in 1978. But following the 

assassination of former president Park Chung-hee, his successor Chun Doo-hwan unilaterally 

relinquished missile development plans to strengthen ties with Washington. ["How S.Korea Dropped the 

Ball in Space Development," 2012] 

 
The New York Times confirmed the US restrictions and fears that a SLV could become an ICBM: 
 

For years, South Korea’s space ambitions have languished under the constraints of agreements with the 

United States, which feared that a robust rocket program might be transferred to the building of missiles 

and help accelerate a regional arms race. [Choe, 2013] 

 
If the phrase is not merely padding, the claimed fears of ‘a regional arms race’ are interesting. A 
South Korean ICBM would have no impact on either the Chinese or North Korean programmes for 
two reasons.  Firstly, for both of them the US threat is quite sufficient reason for their missile 
programmes and an additional threat from South Korea would add little. Secondly, South Korea is 
too close to them geographically for an ICBM to be a practical threat. That, in effect, leaves Japan. 
Again because of proximity it would not be directly threatened by an ICBM from South Korea (any 
more than it really is from one from North Korea) but it might provide a convenient excuse to 
weaponise its SLVs.  Just as North Korea is used by the US as a proxy and pretext for its containment 
of China, so American moves to restrain South Korean rocket development may have been at least 
partly driven by the concern of the example and stimulus it might give Japan. 
 



James Clay Moltz, currently a professor at the [US} Naval Postgraduate School, is probably America’s 
leading expert on these issues. His latest book, ‘Asia’s Space Race: National Motivations, Regional 
Rivalries, and International Risks’,  puts US policy in respect of South Korea into a broader focus. The 
publisher’s blurb for his book explains: 
 

If current trends continue, the Asian civilian space competition could become a military race.... 

He investigates these nations' divergent space goals and their tendency to focus on national solutions 

and self-reliance rather than regionwide cooperation and multilateral initiatives....... 

Moltz also considers America's efforts to engage Asia's space programs in joint activities and the 

prospects for future U.S. space leadership.[J. C. Moltz, 2011] 

 
US ‘space leadership’ is clearly the main theme and ‘regionwide cooperation and multilateral 
initiatives’ is a polite phrase meaning ‘under US control and direction’. 
 
In respect of South Korea Moltz writes: 
 

In conjunction with its satellite program, KARI also began experiments in sounding-rocket technology in 

the 1990s. By the late 1990s, however, these solid-fuel boosters had reached altitudes of nearly 180 

kilometers, bumping into U.S.-imposed missile-range restrictions South Korea had agreed to in return 

for surface-to-surface missile technology in the 1970s. Washington feared that the ROK's military 

government might be tempted to use missiles for offensive purposes……… 

After entering the MTCR in 2001, Seoul sought to acquire liquid-fuel boosters for use in a devoted 

space-launch program. After failing to reach a deal with U.S. providers (due to high cost and non-MTCR-

related U.S. export controls), KARI ended up entering an agreement with Russia in 2004 for the purchase 

of a large liquid-fuel Angara booster to serve as the first stage of its planned Korea Space Launch 

Vehicle (KSLV) I. KARI would construct the solid-fuel second-stage booster and the satellite.[J. C. Moltz, 
2012] 

 
So, rebuffed by the Americans, South Korea turned to Russia.["How N.Korea Won the Rocket Race 
with the South," 2013]  

Russia and the Korean Space Launch Vehicle 

What a fascinating story must be hidden here. Who, in the late 1980s, before the collapse of the 
Soviet Union when there not even diplomatic relations between the two countries, would have 
thought in a dozen years they would be entering into an agreement to build a SLV? Although Russia, 
under Yeltsin, had joined MTCR in 1995 by 2002, when the South Koreans started negotiations, 
Vladimir Putin was president and Russia was taking a more assertive position. What effect this had 
on the South Korea decision, and the progress of negotiations, is unknown, but surely must have 
been a factor. According to the Russian company that won the contract, Khrunichev, there was 
‘fierce competition’ but with the Americans out of the picture for geopolitical reasons, this seems 
unlikely: 

In March 2002, Moscow-based GKNPTs Khrunichev started negotiations with South-Korean 

representatives on the possible joint development of the first launch vehicle for Korean Aerospace 

Research Institute, KARI. According to Khrunichev, it won the South-Korean contract in a fierce 

competition with a number of other contenders in various countries. However, according to American 

sources, they "rejected" South-Korean overtures over the concerns for the proliferation of rocket 

technology.[Zak & Chambers, 2013] 

 
The Russian must have been the obvious frontrunners. Indeed, in terms of technology and price they 
must have been preferable to Americans, and the South Koreans might not have been deeply 
disappointed with the US refusal: 
 



Russia has launched a total of 3,159 rockets since 1950 and 2,957 have been successful, giving it a 93.6 

percent success rate. That level of success is far ahead of the U.S. and other powerhouses in space 

technology.["Korean Satellite Communicates from Orbit ", 2013] 

 
What was the American reaction to the South Korea-Russia agreement? If nothing else, it may have 
been that they reminded the Russians of their obligations under the MTCR. According to the 
RussianSpaceWeb site, the agreement was made MTCR-compliant: 
 

The condition for the agreement was Korea's compliance with international legislation on non-

proliferation of rocket technology.[Zak & Chambers, 2013] 

 
Whatever the origin of the project, the cooperation had its problems, as well as its successes.  
 
The Russian first stage is a version of the Angara, a ‘next-generation’ rocket still under development 
and whilst that that might have given South Korea the benefit of the latest technology it also 
brought inevitable dangers. Rocket launches are susceptible to failure, especially when new 
technologies are being developed.["Yesterday's Launch Failure Helps Tomorrow's Success," 2009]  
The United States had a string of failures as it tried to catch up with the Soviet Union after the 
launch of Sputnik in 1957.[J. C. Moltz, 2012] The Naro had two failed launches in 2009 and 2010 and 
in 2012 two cancelled launches, which pushed the successful launch into 2013.[Kyle, 2013; "Naro 
space rocket makes successfully makes contact with Norwegian station ", 2013] The Chosun Ilbo 
calculated: 

When all launch delays are included, it was the 11th attempt that made the difference.["How Korean Is 

Korea's Space Program?," 2013] 
 

The failures and delays led to considerable exasperation in South Korea, with each side blaming the 
other, and suggestions that South Korea was paying for the testing of Russia’s new rocket: 
 

The first-stage booster is the same one used in Russia's next-generation Angara rocket, prompting some 

pundits to say the launch of the Naro was practically a test launch of the Angara.["How Korean Is Korea's 

Space Program?," 2013] 

Whilst the second failure seems to have been due to a malfunction in the Korean-built second stage, 

the first failure in 2009 was because the second-stage did not separate properly.["Firm Will Is 

Needed to Advance Korea's Space Program," 2009] This may possibly have been caused in part by 

the Russian’s reticence to disclose their technology. 

The South Korean press, and again particularly the Chosun Ilbo, expressed frustration at dependence 

on foreigners. In August 2009, after the first launch had been delayed seven times it complained : 

……but the reality is that we still need to develop our technology further. This is why we had to import 

from Russia the first-stage booster, which is the core component of a space launch vehicle. And we rely 

on Russia to make the decisions involving the launch. Even if technical problems arise, we cannot 

ascertain the exact causes beyond what Russian officials tell us. 

The seven delayed launches are vivid reminders of the limitations we face as long as we remain 

technologically dependent on other countries.["Aborted Rocket Launch Shows Urgent Need to Develop 

Own Space Technology," 2009] 

One of the characteristics of Soviet, and later Russian, and US space leadership has been the ability 

to display largesse by offering participation in space flights. One aspect of the Naro deal was that a 

South Korean astronaut would get a ride on Soyuz to the International Space Station. That the first, 



and so far only, South Korean astronaut would go into space on a Russian craft rather than an 

American one, would have been inconceivable during the Cold War and was symbolic of America’s 

faltering role. However, the event proved problematic: 

When Korea sent its first astronaut, Yi So-yeon, to space on a Russian Soyuz spacecraft in 2008, she was 

simply an observer with no set mission. Korea paid W20 billion (US$1=W1,085) for the chance, and 

suffered the humiliation of having the original candidate, Ko San, replaced at the last minute because he 

stole confidential information about the program.["How Korean Is Korea's Space Program?," 2013]  

 
The South Korean state news agency Yonhap played the Ko San incident down, claiming that it was 
all the result him’ mistakenly sent a mission training manual home’.["S. Korea to send woman into 
space ", 2008] This story was subsequently denied by Ko San: 

 

Ko reversed a previous statement from the Korea Aerospace Research Institute (KARI) that the Russian 

space agency replaced him with Yi So-yeon because he tried to send home classified documents in a 

parcel. He declined to say what had really irked the Russians and caused his abrupt exit from the 

program announced on March 8, only a month before the launch.  

``I'm not that stupid to try to steal important documents that way. There were really subtle incidents and 

Russian officials later agreed they did not matter,'' Ko told The Korea Times after a press conference in 

Seoul. ``The replacement of astronauts was a very complicated matter because intelligence agencies 

were involved in it.''[J.-s. Cho, 2008] 

 
Exactly what happened has never been revealed but the incident at the least shows Russian wariness 
about the South Koreans. This extended to the whole project where South Korea was denied access 
to the technology in the Angara first stage. No doubt MTCR restrictions were given as the reason but 
the Russian may well have had concerns about the Koreans acquiring technology that strengthen 
their commercial competitiveness in the future; it had talked of its plans to become ‘one of the 
world's top ten space powers by 2015’, and having a lunar by 2025.[J. C. Moltz, 2012; "S. Korea 
Completes Work on Naro Space Center," 2009] Beyond the commercial aspects there were 
presumably fears about the passing of information to the Americans. 
 
So while the Russian contract was invaluable in getting a South Korean satellite into orbit, it had 
limited impact on South Korea’s ability to build a first-stage, liquid-fuelled rocket: 
 

Seoul originally aimed to join the elite group of countries in 2005, but that was thwarted when Russia 

declined to transfer its technology for the first-stage rocket.["N.Korea Beats South in Space Race ", 2012] 

 
The South Korean government has come under a lot of criticism, especially from the Chosun Ilbo, for 
not being more proactive in boosting the space programme and was unfavourably compared to 
Japan and China, although it was perhaps North Korea’s success that really hurt: 
 

It has not really joined the so-called space club, since the rocket was part-made in Russia. It has been 

able to gain valuable know-how in operating the entire process of launching a rocket as well as building 

a solid-fueled, second-stage booster and launch facility, but it still has not mastered a liquid-fueled, first-

stage booster, which is the most crucial component in the process.  

North Korea launched its own rocket in December last year, putting a satellite into orbit around the 

earth as South Korea faced repeated setbacks in its own space program. Experts say the South is about a 

decade behind North Korea in rocket technology.  

China has caught up with the U.S. and Russia in space docking missions, while Japan has 16 consecutive 

successful launches under its belt. Korea is the least-developed in terms of rocket technology in 

Northeast Asia.  

The government plans to put a 1.5-ton satellite into orbit on a homegrown rocket that will be developed 

by 2021. This is a lofty goal for a country that has yet to acquire the technology to build its own first-



stage booster. Moreover, our annual budget for space development is only W200-300 billion 

(US$1=W1,085), which is less than one-tenth of Japan's. 

Tokyo has set up an office under the prime minister tasked with overseeing the country's space 

program, involving the country's leader directly in the project. In South Korea, a single department in the 

Ministry of Science and Technology has been handling the space program. It is hard to imagine how 

South Korea can join world leaders in space exploration under these circumstances.["Successful Rocket 

Launch Is the 1st Step on a Long Road," 2013] 

 
The comparisons were invalid but in making them the Chosun Ilbo exposed the unstated, perhaps 
unrecognised, contradiction at the heart of South Korea’s space and missile programme. South 
Korea portrays itself, and for the most part see itself, as an independent country making decisions, 
constrained inevitably as all countries are by the realities of the international environment, but 
essentially a national entity. However, it is not an entity in itself, but merely part of a larger, Korean, 
entity. It may be twice the size of North Korea in terms of population, and currently far more than 
that in terms of economic, military, and diplomatic power. Yet it is inextricably connected to the 
other part of Korea and nothing that it does can be understood in isolation. 
 
In the aftermath of the successful launch of KSLV-I there was renewed talk in the South Korea media 
and elsewhere of moving ahead to the construction of KSLV-II and beyond. KLSV-II had been planned 
for some time, especially in the light of KSLV-I’s early failed launches.[T.-h. Kim, 2009] A test launch 
is scheduled for 2017 with the SLV becoming fully operational in 2010.[Shin, 2016] Daniel Pinkston 
describes the 2013 Space Development Plan leading to the development of KSLV-III beginning in 
2027 and a 4th generation SLV (KSLV-IV presumably) around 2033.[Pinkston, 2014] KSLV-II and 
successors would be indigenous, though presumably many parts would be sourced from abroad.  
 
However, it would have been natural and sensible for this indigenisation initially to involve the 

Russians who had contributed so much to KSLV1.[Kyle, 2013; Zak & Chambers, 2013] And that may 

well have been a problem in the context of America’s escalating confrontation with Russia. It seems 

likely that Washington would make its disapproval of collusion with the enemy, on such a sensitive 

issue, known to Seoul. Pinkston claims that the KSLV2 ‘is being built without foreign technical 

assistance’.[Pinkston, 2014] If true, this implies that the Russians are being debarred for political 

reasons, and the Americans continue to disapprove of South Korea’s SLV programme. Indeed 

Pinkston notes that: 

in February 2014 NASA told KARI that it would not permit KSLVII launches for the ILN. KARI officials were 

very surprised at NASA’s refusal to accept KSLV-II launch support, apparently for nonproliferation 

reasons and supposed opposition from the U.S. State Department.[Pinkston, 2014] 

 

On 27 April 2016 the US and South Korea signed a ‘Framework Agreement for Cooperation in 
Aeronautics and the Exploration and Use of Airspace and Outer Space for Civil and Peaceful 
Purposes’.[Song, 2016]  Work and Kim from the University of Washington claim that this agreement 
indicates that ‘the allies have entered a decidedly new phase’.[Work & Kim, 2016] However the 
State Department press release is very general and certainly there is no mention of US assistance 
for, or even support of, South Korea’s SLV programme.["United States-Republic of Korea Framework 
Agreement for Cooperation in Aeronautics and the Exploration and Use of Airspace and Outer Space 
for Civil and Peaceful Purposes," 2016]  
 

For the United States this all is part of a traditional problem in alliance management. On the one 
hand the hegemon wants to enhance the power of subordinates in order to utilise their resources 
against the enemy, be it North Korea, China or Russia. At the same time hegemons are wary of any 



subordinate becoming strong enough to challenge it for leadership or, what is more probable in 
current circumstances, achieving enough autonomy to pursue their own objectives rather than those 
laid down for the alliance. They might, for instance, bypass US export controls on technology, 
especially that with military or dual-use applications.[C. Moltz, 2009]  On top of which there is the 
ever-present challenge to US international sales of weapons and dual-use high-tech products, where 
military and commercial interests are intertwined:  

Washington could not be certain that American technology secured through co-production or 

technology transfer agreements would not be exported to other countries, both undermining the market 

share of US firms and proliferating sensitive military-related technology.[Work & Kim, 2016] 

 

Northeast Asia: analysing the geopolitical vortex 
The three countries discussed in this chapter are very different in so many ways, and have their own 
internal dynamics, yet they share a common fate of being in a geopolitical situation where the 
currents of the major continual powers –Russia, China and the US – meet and create a vortex which 
holds them fast and constrains their freedom of action. At one stage, roughly the first half of the 20th 
century, Japan was strong enough to stand aside an attempt to carve out its own empire. That 
attempt failed in 1945.  
 
Any discussion of aerospace in Northeast Asia, of satellites and missiles, needs to be located within 
this geopolitical context 
 
Firstly, South Korea. Japan, and especially China, are much larger economies and aerospace is a 
much more natural part of their makeup. But the space industry has a deep, intrinsic military and 
security component. We can think of automobiles, televisions sets and computers of having a civilian 
life of their own, even though they all have military links and some have military origins; computers 
and the internet are very much children of the military. Virtually all rockets are for military purposes, 
many satellites are either military (surveillance) or are dual use (communications). Even though we 
are seeing a certain privatisation of space, with tourism and economic exploitation as draw cards, 
these activities function within the realm of states, and principally the United States.  
 
We have seen that Japan, with all its technological and business strengths, but constrained by a 
‘peace constitution’ has not been successful in the satellite launch market because its nation-state 
competitors – China, Russian, India, and  the United States – are all military powers, who have been 
prepared to subsidise their space efforts for military reasons. The European Space Agency (ESA) 
being a consortium is in a slightly different position.  
 
Although Japan’s space programme has been shackled by Article 9, the drive towards abolishing, or 
sidestepping that, and turning Japan into a ‘normal country’ has informed government support for 
the programme over the years.  This, as we have seen, has produced an anomaly. Restrained from 
developing a missile programme relevant to presumed enemies, China in reality, North Korea as 
pretext, Japan has concentrated its rocketry on Space Launch Vehicles. But SLVs are ICBMs in mufti. 
The dilemma for Japan is that its enemies are local and ICBMs are long-distance weapons, fit for 
attacking Moscow or Washington but not suitable for Beijing or Pyongyang. How that dilemma will 
be resolved is unclear. Clearly if you have the technology to build an ICBM, you can construct an 
IRBM more suitable for local enemies. But even so Japan would have, in reality or near potential, an 
ICBM. Hopefully Japan will retain its peace constitution in spirit as well as word, will revert to a 
proper interpretation of Article 9 by reversing remilitarisation, in the process not building ICBMs, or 
IRBMS, and learning to live in peace with its neighbours.  
 



South Korea shares some of these dilemmas, but with specific characteristics. US restraints on 
missile development have hindered its development of space launch vehicles. Even if it does develop 
an indigenous, independent SLV over the coming years it will still face the issue confronting Japan. 
SLVs from countries without a long-range missile industry find it difficult to compete with countries 
that do. 
 
The commercial case for a South Korean SLV is unconvincing. The military case is fraught with 
contradiction. Historically countries have invested in SLVS because they decided they need ICBMs. 
Hence the Soviet Union, the United States, Britain, France, China, India, and Iran. Israel, as in so 
many other things, remains a case apart. What need has South Korea for an ICBM?  It already has 
missiles, cruise and ballistic, that cover North Korea and extend into China, Russia, and Japan. What 
advantage, what security, would the ability to hit far off targets such as Moscow, Delhi, Berlin, and 
Washington, afford? 
 
North Korea is in quite a different situation. Despite its public aspirations the civilian case for a SLV is 
difficult to sustain. It has a need for satellites of various types and certainly has the sovereign right to 
launch them, but the costs in relation to the size of its economy must be substantial. Whilst it has 
earned foreign exchange in the past by exporting missiles, that trade has been cut off by the 
Americans and, in any case, the market for the ballistic missiles it can produce must be diminishing. 
But the military case is a different matter. Its main adversary, and major threat, is the hyperpower 
on the other side of the Pacific.  The logic for seeking an ICMB capacity must be irresistible. Instead 
of only being able to offer local retaliation to American threats, including nuclear devastation, an 
ICBM would provide an absolute, if uncertain, deterrent. At the moment North Korea can only 
counterattack within a regional framework; its large land forces might be able to inflict damage on 
US troops and assets in South Korea and its old, and perhaps unreliable, short-range missiles might 
be able to hit American based in Japan. This might be considered an acceptable risk by the US but a 
counterattack on American territory is another matter. Certainty, as noted, is not necessary. It would 
be enough to have just a possibility that could not be ignored that an American city could suffer 
nuclear retaliation. Possibility would be sufficient. An ICBM would also be a bargaining tool to force 
the Americans into peaceful coexistence. How that might all play out is another matter, but the 
argument for an ICBM capacity is persuasive.  
 
So North Korea has good security reasons for developing an SLV that outweigh other considerations. 
And if North Korea has a SLV so too must South Korea. Being able to launch a satellite is a potent 
symbol of technological and economic virility, and a challenge that South Korea could not ignore. 
 
Thus the twisted, yet ineluctable logic of divided Korea propel both Koreas to develop a space launch 
capacity that neither on their own, outside this division, could justify. However, were Korea united, 
and not threatened, the economic and scientific case for an indigenous space programme would, if 
not overwhelming, certainly be strong. A peacefully united Korea would be another country, with 
different propulsions and wider horizons. ‘Peacefully united’ would have to be just that, not the 
unification by force and absorption envisaged by Park Geun-hye. 
 
One intriguing question, seldom asked and never answered, is why North Korea has devoted so 
many resources to developing an SLV rather than concentrating on missiles. One possibility is that 
fear of a US-led invasion is so strong that a surveillance satellite capability is high priority.[Beal, 
2016b] However, whilst the satellite programme has proceeded apace, with the launch of 
Kwangmyongsong-4 (KMS-4) on 7 February 2016 from 2015 there have been accelerated 
developments in the missile programme.  
 



Tests of a submarine launched ballistic missile (SLBM) attracted the most attention, usually larded 
with hypocrisy and hype ["N.Korea's New Missile Is a Nightmare Come True," 2015]. SLBMs are core 
components of the military arsenals of the US and Russia, the sole component of Britain’s (Trident) 
and an increasingly important part of China’s.[Borger, 2016] Much of the furore over the South 
China Sea revolves around China’s need to get ballistic missiles submarines (SSBNs) into deep 
waters, and the US desire to block that capability.[Duchâtel & Kazakova, 2015]  
 
SLBMs offer two advantages. They may get your missiles closer to the enemy, meaning less range 
required and less time for interdiction.[J.-m. Park & Pearson, 2015]  More important is that since 
SSBNs are difficult to locate they afford a second strike capability, providing retaliation after an 
attack, which is why every country that can have them, does.[Sanger & Choe, 2016] There are well 
suited for deterrence. According to the Chosun Ilbo ‘such missiles would be able to cut through 
planned South Korean missile defenses, which are being built with an eye on surface-launched 
missiles only’.["N.Korean Missile Test Goes Awry," 2015]  However, South Korean Ministry of 
National Defense officials have denied that.[B.-s. Park, 2015a] Much presumably hinges on the type 
of submarine; nuclear submarines which can spend long periods at sea, and underwater, are one 
thing and the sorts of diesel powered submarines that North Korea possesses are another. Currently 
only the US, Russia, Britain, France, China, and India have nuclear-powered submarines. However, in 
another twist, it is claimed that undersea drones will make even nuclear submarines 
detectable.[Rogers, 2016]  There has been a call from the South Korean military establishment for 
the development of a nuclear-powered SSBN but domestic cost/benefit considerations aside it is 
unlikely that the US would approve.[Yonhap, 2016d]  Nevertheless, South Korea does already have 
cruise missile-launching submarines and there are plans to develop ballistic missile ones.[Gady, 
2016; Parameswaran, 2016; Yonhap, 2016b]  
 
In general, despite the media narrative, it is wise to assume that for Korea peninsula weapons 
systems – that is excluding nuclear weapons and long-range rockets – South Korea has superiority, 
especially in the state of advanced technology. Its military budget is reportedly some 30 times that 
of the North.[K.-w. Kim, 2013a; B.-s. Park, 2015b] Despite various US constraints, some of which 
have been discussed, South Korea does have the freedom to source internationally and to enter into 
joint development programmes with other countries. For instance Hanwha, South Korea’s 9th largest 
chaebol and largest arms manufacturer, has joint venture relations with Thales, the French weapons 
company.[Jung, 2015] Significantly Russia is a major player. We have discussed Russia’s involvement 
in South Korea’s SLV programme, but there are also important military connections. South Korea is 
one of the few foreign countries to have acquired the S400 air defence system, reported in part 
payment of Russia’s debt. This is being adapted for South Korea’s SLBM.[Jeong, 2016] There are also 
reports that South Korea is using Iskander technology for its Hyunmoo missiles.[Hardy, 2014; Perrett, 
2012; Pinkston, 2012] 
 
Early 2016 saw further declarations of North Korea’s progress in missile technology and the creation 
of a credible deterrent against US attack. There were photographs of a miniaturised nuclear 
warhead – miniaturisation being a key step in nuclear missile.[Choe, 2016; Jun, 2016a; Jeffery Lewis, 
2016; Schmerler, 2016] Then there were two statements relating to rocket technology itself. Firstly 
the testing of new rocket engines and specifically the testing of a solid fuel engine.["Kim Jong Un 
Guides Test of Jet of High-power Solid-fuel Rocket Engine and Its Cascade Separation," 2016; 
Yonhap, 2016e] Solid fuel engines can be used in satellites, and as we have seen some of Japan’s 
SLVs are solid fuel. However solid fuel is the preferred propellant for military applications because it 
cuts down the launch time[H.-y. Choi, 2016b]  The April 2016 SLBM text utilised a solid fuel 
engine.[Schilling, 2016a] 
 



Then there was the demonstration in March 2016 of what is the holy grail of long-range missile 
technology, a reentry heat shield.[H.-y. Choi, 2016a; J.-c. Kim & Park, 2016] This is a crucial 
component of a long-range missile because without it the warhead would burn up and not destroy 
the target. South Korea claimed that the North was ‘bluffing’.[Jun, 2016b; Yonhap, 2016a] That may 
have been so, since bluff is an essential part of deterrence, but it was clear that Pyongyang was 
unleashing ‘steady show of nuke capabilities’ and what did not work today would probably work 
tomorrow.[J.-c. Kim & Park, 2016] 
 
Indeed, failure is a constant feature of rocket development, and perhaps of anything that is difficult. 
If missile and SLV development were easy many more countries would have them, and if all tests 
were successful there would be no point to tests. Having said that the North did seem to have a 
string of embarrassing failures in early 2016 with four successive failed launches of the Musudan 
(BM-25)[Grisafi & Song, 2016; Inbar, 2016]  
 
All this leads to three questions  
 
Why did NK devote so many resources to a SLV rather than concentrate on ICBMs? As John Schilling 

put it in 2015 “Where’s That North Korean ICBM Everyone Was Talking About?”[John  Schilling, 

2015] The US security establishment knew from 1998 onwards that North Korea was developing a 

satellite launch capability.["Global Trends 2015: A Dialogue About the Future With Nongovernment 

Experts," 2000] Western experts knew that the Unha was a satellite launch vehicle and not a 

‘disguised missile’.[John Schilling, 2015] Clearly the satellite programme has provided expertise and 

experience for the development of missiles but it was not a missile programme as such. How are we 

to explain this apparent diversion of scarce resources? Firstly satellite have military uses and no 

doubt North Korea’s ‘earth observation satellites’ were welcomed by the KPA.  However, it seems 

plausible that North Korea was attempting to convey a subtle message to the US. 

Every modern country has to have satellites, and it is the sovereign right of a state to launch them. 
That is non-negotiable. ICBMs are different. They are contingent on a threat that can only be 
deterred by them. North Korea needs satellites to be a modern, prosperous country but it does not 
necessarily needs ICBMs. The satellite launch programme provided what might be called a threshold 
ICBM capability, just in fact like Japan’s. Japan has SLVs which could be converted into ICBMs, but it 
would only do that if it were decided that it was politically necessary and desirable.  So too with 
North Korea. It was not inevitable that satellite launch expertise would be harnessed into an ICBM 
programme – that would depend on the United States. If the ‘hostility policy’ were dropped there 
would be no need of a nuclear deterrent. In other words, as with Japan, satellites do not inevitably 
lead to nuclear warheads. Indeed, Pyongyang did declare a moratorium on long-range missile tests 
in a deal with the US in 1999 as long as ‘dialogue was under way’ and that was withdrawn in 2005 as 
negotiations faltered.[Elleman, 2013]  

 

If North Korea was sending a message that the satellite programme was one thing, but missiles 

launches were negotiable, why then did the United States not respond? Was it that its subtlety was 

lost on Washington where arrogance tends to override cleverness? True there has been no attack by 

the US but neither has there been any public differentiation between satellite and missile 

programmes. Indeed the failure of the Leap Day Agreement showed that the US would not 

distinguish between the two. It may be, as the pseudonymous James Church, retired American 

intelligence office turned writer said wryly to his fictional North Korean intelligence officer Inspector 

O, “Tell me when we have ever bothered to pay attention to what you say.”[Church  (pseudonym), 

2016]  Or maybe the message was understood but the lack of response was dictated by wider 



geopolitical considerations, particularly the containment of China, and the need to keep tension high 

in Northeast Asia as part of that. 

Thirdly, there is the rush in 2015 and 2016 to develop and to demonstrate the development of a 

long-range nuclear deterrent. The Chosun Ilbo noted, after the string of Musudan failures that: 

The missile forms part of North Korea's desperate attempts to develop a missile capable of delivering a 

nuclear weapon. ["Missile Failures Hamper N.Korea's Nuke Ambitions," 2016] 

John Schilling, probably the leading American commentator on technical rocket issues thought the 

rapid succession of tests was a recipe for failure and was uncertain whether this unrealistic tempo is 

driven by impatience or desperation.[Schilling, 2016b] 

Why the desperation at this particular time? The intelligence company Stratfor perhaps indicated 

one part of the answer when it suggested: 

As Pyongyang approaches a viable nuclear weapon and delivery system, the pressure is rising for the 

United States and other countries to pre-empt it. Consequently, the final moments of North Korea's 

transition from a working program to a demonstrated system are the most dangerous, providing a last 

chance to stop the country from becoming a nuclear weapons state. For North Korea, then, these final 

steps must happen quickly. Because 2016 is a presidential election year in the United States, Pyongyang 

may feel it has a window to finalize its nuclear arms program while the United States is preoccupied with 

domestic politics and unlikely to take military action.["A Rare Congress and Mixed Signals in North 

Korea," 2016] 

2016 is the last year of the presidency of the relatively cautious Barack Obama and 2017 the first 

year of his successor. Hillary Clinton would certainly more aggressive and the Korea Times is not 

alone in asking the question ‘Will US attack N. Korea if Trump wins presidency?’[J.-a. Lee, 2016]  

2017 will also be the last full year in office of Park Geun-hye and her successor may not be willing to 

take excessive risks for the ‘unification jackpot’.[Foster-Carter, 2014; Seo, 2014] So Pyongyang may 

well calculate that it has only a short period of grace to get a credible deterrent in place before the 

dangerous year of 2017.[Beal, 2016c] 

Rockets, as we have discussed, can launch satellites into orbit, people into space, and explore the 

cosmos, hopefully extending human knowledge and improving our lives. They can also wreak 

destruction, either in an offensive capacity or in retaliation. The threat of retaliation is the basis of 

deterrence which is usually the shield of the weak against the strong. The mutually assured 

destruction of the US and the USSR during the Cold War is a special case involving two large, near-

peer, but asymmetrical adversaries. In general however large powerful countries do not need special 

instruments of deterrence against far weaker ones; the very imbalance in power is quite sufficient. 

This leads to the unpalatable and often denied truth that a nuclear deterrent in the possession of a 

small, vulnerable country such as North Korea, faced by adversaries whose combined military 

budgets dwarfs its between a hundred and a thousand times is peace enhancing.[Beal, 2016a] This is 

a point made over the years by the late Kenneth Waltz.[Martin, 2013; Rapp-Hooper & Waltz, 2011; 

Waltz, 1981, 2012] 

Satellites and missiles in Northeast are much more than pieces of hardware. They are also 

instruments of, and expressions of, geopolitical forces. Setting them within this geopolitical context 

is essential for understanding and analysis.  
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